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BY B E R~ARD MURRAY
Managing Editor

BY AYESHA RASCOE
Hllltop Staff Writer

Student organizations are
working to ensure that Howard
students from all over the United
States are able to participate in
·the upcoming November election by promoting and facilitating absentee voting. Absentee
voting allows students who .are
not in their home state to still
cast votes in their states'. elections.
"We have to mobilize the
absentee vote," said Chequan
Lewis, director of political affairs for the Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA). Lewis is also involved
with the Civic Connection
Coalition (CCC), an alliance of
many Howard student organizations as well as individual students concerned with student
voting. According to Lewis, the
CCC has three main focuses:
voter registration, voter education, and voter mobilization.
Currently, the CCC is in its voter
registration phase and in the
upcoming weeks they plan to
hold an absentee voting awareness day with different programs
to promote absentee voting.
The CCC is referring citizens
to the website wWw.declareyourself.com. The site contains
a~sente~ votipg_f~ for each
state. Any students needing
more assistance with registering are advised to visit the
HUSA office as staff members
continue to register students to
vote, Lewis shared. While student government leaders walk
students through the process,
CCC members will also mail the
forms to students' precincts and .
check to make sure students
have received their registration
cards.
Le"vis feels that the significance of absentee voting cannot
be overstated. "It's important to
the point where you can almost
not place a value on it," Lewis
said. "Being aware of absentee
voting and knowledge of absentee voting is what's going to turn
this election on its ear."
Students like Dana Bryant,
a sophomore political science

Robin Oa•b-Mttro F.<lltor

The Sudan protest,·whlch has drawn the likes of President Swygert and celebrities such
as Danny Glove r, s tarted because of the genocide that has taken place in Suda n.

'

BY KEVIN HARRIS AND
ROBIN DAVIS
Hiiitop Staff .
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Protesters demanding an
end to the genocide ravaging
Dafur, Sudan marched yesterday in an attempt to draw
attention to the dozens of U.S.
companies who continue to
do business with the African
nation. The protest, organized
by The Sudan Campaign, drew
over 200 people in a march
along Massachusetts Avenue.
Over 50,000 citizens of
Dafur have been killed and

Away from home, students
find themselves 'depending on
the University's Student Health
Center for the majority of their
health care needs. However for
many, the exact health benefits
offered are unclear.
With
mandatory
health
requirements
such
Washington D.C.'s new
Immunization law requirement
to have proof that a student
is immune to chickenpox and
hepatitis B, some stude~ts find
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"It was a great opportunity

for Howard to come to Detroit,"
Coach Petty said.
Playing at the DFC wasn't
just a boost for Howard, ·but for
senior defensive back Ronald
Bartell, Jr., freshman place kicker Justin Brantley, freshman
defensive back Joe Claiborne,
sophomore defensive linemen
Edwin Piner and junior offensive lineman Andrae Townsel
who all.represent Detroit, it was
a chance ~or them to make their
city and school proud.
"It was a great experience,"
Bartell said. "This is one of the
best classics in the country, if
not the best."
Hometown love aside,
Bartell stopped the Hornets'
first drive of the game and·made
Gilmore and his family proud,
after intercepting a Tarvari
Jackson pass on the Bison 10
yard line.
See DFC, Campus A7
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The Det roit Classic, the first classic s ince 2001 , s aw the
Bison fa ll to Alaba ma State University 12 to 27.

CBCF Defines the Moment aiid the Movement
BY ATALIE SHORT
Contributing Writer

The Congressional Black
Caucus' (CBC) 34th Annual
Legislative Conference (ALC)
will be held Sept. 8-11, 2004
at the Washington Convention
Center.
TheALC provides a platform
for the 39 African-American
members of Congress to share
.the progress of their work on
legislative items and allows for
the exchange of i9-eas related to
policy issues that are of critical
concern to Black America. •
At the Convention, CBC
members and their spouses join
the CBC Foundation (CBCF)
to host several special events

including an awards dinner, a
prayer breakfast, a benefit concert, a fashion show and a number of other events. to generate
revenue to support the education and leadership programs.
Junior English major Cari
Jackson plans to participate in
the conference this year.
"I am very familiar with the
conference and it's something
that I look forward to every year.
This year I am especially looking forward to the issue forum,
'African Diaspora Link: Trading
Skills and Resources for Global
Empowerment'," she said.
Makebra Anderson, a 2004
Howard graduate, says that
she is familiar with the CBCF
Annual Legislative Conference.

"I probably will go to the
conference, but not for personal
reasons, more so for professional reasons," she said. "I will
attend the press conference,
town hall meeting, and some
of the social events as well but I
won't be paying for anything."
For each Annual Legislative
Conference, a CBC member is
appointed to chair the conference activities that take place
throughout the weekend.
The co-chairs for this year's
conference, Rep. Stephanie
Tubbs Jones of Ohi9 and Rep.
Kendrick Meek of Florida, created the theme for the upcoming 34th ALC, "Defining the
Moment and the Movement."
Rep. William J. Jefferson

of Los Angeles who serves as
the chair of CBCF contends that
this theme "challenges us as a
community to be introspective,
to recharge our spirits and to
remain faithful to a collective
movement. "
Freshman Austin Travis
does not believe that the promotion on Howard's campus is
strong enough.
"I've heard about the CBCF
from other general mediums, but not since I've been
to Howard. I would definitely
be interested in the programs
CBCF has to offer. There is just
a lack of outside political information available on campus,"
Travis said.
Howard University Student

Association (HUSA) Director of
Political Affairs Chequan Lewis
said that although HUSA supports the CBCF events, Howard
currently has no formal attachments with the organization.
"I spoke with a CBCF contact this summer, and she was
more than clear in the fact that
they did not need any additional
volunteers," he said.
·
"Despite this fact, HUSA
strongly encourages students
to support the CBC wholeheartedly, because that is our voice
within Congress. There are
many issue sessions and policy forums that are open to the
public that will be beneficial to
our political interests."

•

BY TARYN BURNS

,

more than a million displaced sanctions through the United
since ' the killing started in Nations.
the African nation 18 months
Chants such as· "your bulago. Militants, armed by the lets, your lies, you can't hide,
Sudanese government, have we charge you with genocide"
committed numerous atroci- and "the people united will
ties against the Sudanese never be defeated" could be
people, including murder heard for miles as the proand rape. Governments from testers marched to the front
around the world have called steps of the Sudan embassy.
on the Sudanese government Protesters carried small crossto stop the genocid!e. President es, teddy bears, bouquets of
George W. Bush said publicly flowers and balloons to the
that he suppo1ts sanctions front lawn of the embassy,
against Sudan, and applauded planting a small graveyard to
efforts earlier this month by
See SUDAN, Campus A7
the European Union to impose

On

Student Health Center
Services Examined
Contributing Writer

(

The last time the Bison were
in the Midwest was in August of
2001 ·as the played the Jackson
State Tigers in the Windy City
Classic at Soldier Field. In the
year following, Chicago wasI,l't
able to host the classic because
of renovations to Solider Field.
Last year, it was Detroit who
took the reigns of the Midwest
classic and started the inaugural
Detroit Football Classic. With
the idea from Lions defensive
end Robert Porcher and the help
of businessmen Frank Taylor
and John Graves, the kickoff of
the classic began with Alabama
State University against FAMU.'
This
year's . showdown
between Howard and Alabama
State marked the· second annual
DFC and Head Coach Rayford
Petty couldn't have as~ed for a
better opening season game. ·

·Sudan Protest Draws Hundreds

See VOTING, Campus A4
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themselves with no choice but
to visit the health center, while
others head to the center at any
sign of trouble.
"Many students utilize the
health center for a wide variety
of primary care services from
acute illnesses and chronic medical conditions to prevention
services such as [sexually transmitted diseases] screening, contraceptive and weight management services," said Associate
Director for Medical Services,
Lynette Mundy M.D.
Recently, the center implemented changes and expand-

Google·
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* Sports, B4-B6
* Editorials & Perspective, B8-B9
•
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ed its HIV testing. Through
an agreement with the D.C.
Department of AIDS/HIV
Administration and the Student
~ealth 'care Center, OraQuick,
a free, rapid testing of the virus,
is now offered to students with
results available in an hour or
less.
"Students are taking advantage of [the free HIV testing]. The good news is that
the University has recently
been awarded a grant that will
increase the amount of HIV test-

Jordan Colbtrt· Asst. Pholo Edllor

See HEALTH, Campus A7

With a high demand for the low fees and variety of services at t he Student Health Ce nte r, lines
and le ngthy waits often greet stude nts .
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doing...
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Students Balance Demanding Majors
BY NICOLE REED

More demanding majors are also sure my undergraduate degree is an
constituted by the classes being worth asset to a nun1ber of different opportunimore credits than the average course. ties such as law school and professional
While many students are ·winding For example, in one semester in archi- schools."
down from a full day of classes and 1neet- tecture, four classes can
On the average,
ings, others are just preparing to settle add up to seventeen
sophomore
archiinto their study corners for the night. credit hours.
tecture major Faith
Such is the case for sophomore architecLike architecMaupin spends seven
''Your
entire
freshman
ture major Pan1ela Jasper. Jasper, like ture students, engihours per week in the
year
is
like
a
process
of
other architecture majors, spends many neering majors are
studio. She says that
elimination,
when
people
late nights working on projects in the also expected to
during finals time, she
school's studio.
keep long, rigorous
can be found spending
decide if they want to
Architecture students are expected to hours. Sophomore pursue architectu1·e [as
the majority of her days
complete extensive and time consuming 1nechanical engineer
there. During her first
a
career],
or
if
they
want
assigmnents such as the planning and major Steven Mason
year, Maupin pulled at
to
change
their
major,"
building of tnodels, in addition to the said that he so1neleast five all-nighters.
work assigned by general math, English times has to sacri"Your entire fresh-Pan1ela Jasper, sophomore man year is like a proclasses, and electives.
fice his free time
As technology continues to expand, to complete course =-=----------....--.,..,_- cess of elimination,
design and architectural classes require required
classes
when people decide if
1nore abstract thinking. During her first such as Calculus III,
they want to pursue
year, Jasper re1nembers her whole class Statistics and Physics.
architecture [as a career], or if they want
having to complete the same assignments,
Mason said that he feels his Howard to change there major," Jasper said.
but during her second year, Jaspers said experience is sometimes compromised
With rigorous schedules, the question
that students are required to be more due to his chosen field of study.
arises of whether these students would
creative, thinking of their own designs to
"Sometimes I want to change my miss out on the Howard experience.
make into 1nodels.
maj0r," Mason said. "But I want to make
"These demands do take away [from
Contributing Writer

Comprised of 7,611
continuing students, 1,100
graduate and professional
students, 1,463 first time in
college freshman, and 842
transfer students, 11,000
students are currently registered at Howard University,
according to the Office
of the Provost and Chief
Academic Officer. Required
BannerWeb updates and
Department of Education
verifi.cation were stated
as reasons for the delay of
s01ne students financial aid
packages. On Friday, Sept..
10, 2004 at 3:00 p.m., all
students not financially
validated will be purged of
classes.

"The
Height
of
Excellence: The Lady, The
Legend, The Legacy" will
highlight the life of civil
rights pioneer Dorothy
I. Height. The tribute is
open to the entire Howard
community and will be
held on Thursday, Sept. 9
at 8:00 p.m. at Cramton
Auditorium. The performance is directed by George
Faison and co-authored by
Maya Angelou. To RSVP,
call 806-7172.

Omega
Psi
Phi
Fraternity, Inc. sponsored
a school supply drive and
collected
app1·oximately
850 school supplies fo1· two
schools in Washington, D.C.,
one school in Maryland
and one school in Virginia.
The Omegas will continue
to collect school supplies
throughout the school year.
Students who are interested
in donating may give the
supplies to any member of
the fraternity.

the Howard social life]," Maupin said. "All
the [architecture] majors have the same
classes and only see each other. They
dorft get a chance to socialize with other
people."
However, sophon1ore architecture
major Anton Gladden has a different outlook.
"The Howard experience is the same,"
he said. "It's whatever you make it. You
can work and still have fun."
Gladden has found a way to balance
his free time on the weekends in a way
that allows him to experience the best of
both worlds.
Howard's con1puter science program
often requires its majors to complete fifteen to thirty hours of laboratory work
each week with homework sometimes
requiring an entire weekend. Although
senior co1nputer science 1najor Headley
Murray agrees that there is very little free
time available, he never found it necessary to change his major.

Know your History .. .·Frederick
Douglass Memorial Unwrapped
BY CHARREAH JACKSON

acclaimed African-American architect of the 20th century, Albert
Cassell, who created the Frederick
Though many institutions name Douglass Memorial Hall, the
facilities in honor of the revered abo- Founders Library, and the Chen1istry
litionist Frederick Douglass, Howard Building - all buildings that continstands apart as a place where the ue to serve the University. Arched
Frederick Douglass Memorial Hall windows, red brick, and classically
is not named for a distant hero, but styled wings were unheard of for
a past trustee and active participant blacks in the 1930s.
of the University.
Born in 1818, Frederick
The glass doors of Douglass Hall Douglass's physical and mental
opened in 1936 and have continued escape fron1 slavery ·solidified the
to stand and greet new students into condemnation of slavery for many
its fold each year. Originally, the as he articulated the horrors of slavbuilding was home to the Education, ery. Founding the famous aboliHistory, and Psychology depart- tionist newspaper "The North Star,"
ments, along with the Dean of the Douglass also served in a variety
Graduate School and the College of of roles during his tenure at the
Liberal Arts.
Freedman's Bureau, garnering himDouglass Hall was the product self the nickname "the father of
of the vision and dedication of the civil rights." Because of his involveAsst. Campus Editor

~·tnrlt'nr

lla"thnHU"- Starr Photographe r

Since the opening of the Frederick Douglass
Memorial Hall in 1936, its corridors have continued
to be filled each day with Howard Students.

ment with the Bureau that founded Howard University, he became
a trustee of the University's board.
Serving for 24 years, Douglass still
holds the distinction oflongest-serving Howard University trustee.
Today, the Frederick Douglass
Memorial Hall is a national historic
landmark. Sh1dents fill the building each day, as it is heavily used
for class instruction and houses
the R.0.T.C. program as well as
the Anthropology, Political Science,
Sociology, and History departments.
Not long ago, Douglass himself
walked through the halls of Howard
and stood in the campus's oldest
building, Howard Hall, working to
create opportunities for AfricanArnericans that now exist tenfold.

Collllllunications Founding Dean Heads to Hantpton
BY AYESHA RASCOE

was against investigative report- also optimistic about the new
ing. Harvey denied the claim in dean's arrival.
press.
"I think it's a good thing,"
Rosalynne Whitaker-Heck, Brown said. "I am hoping that
On Aug. 30, Hampton
University's Scripps Howard who was assistant dean under he's an advocate for tl1e stuIn addition, Brown
School of Journalism and Campbell but is currently a full- dents."
Communications
welcomed time assistant professor, feels would also like to see more
Tony Brown, the host of "Tony that the turmoil of the past few emphasis placed on journalism
Brown's Journal" and founding years is not surprising consid- n1ajors outside of print or broaddean of Howard University's ering the recent start of the cast journalism. "I would like to
School of Com1nunications, as school.
see more expansion, more activiits first dean.
"Anytime you sta11 a new ties, or something to make [other
Brown's arrival 1narked the venture changes and adjust- majors] feel more welcome in
third major change in leadership ments are to be expected," the School of Communications,"
of the new school in two years as Whitaker-Heck said. Though Brown said.
Howard students like Niama
he replaces the school's former she is still getting to know Brown,
director, Christopher Campbell. Whitaker-Heck said that during Sandy, a sophomore public
Campbell
i·esigned
from his first week at Hampton, she relations nlajor, are suppo1tHampton in July, citing his con- found him to be very energetic ive of Brown's new position at
flict with the university adn1in- and enthusiastic. "I think this Hampton, despite any school
istration's style of governing as will be a situation where new rivalry they may feel.
his reason. Before Campbell leadership will strengthen the
"There's nothing wrong
arrived in July 2003, Charlotte school," Whitaker-Heck said. with that, because if he feels
Grimes, a former St. Louis Post- "There will be setbacks but also that he can lend his ex-perDispatch repo1ter, who chaired n1ajor steps forward."
tise then why not, even if be
Like
Whitaker-Heck, did start [Howard's] School of
the former Depa1tment of Media
Arts, left Hampton stating their Hatnpton sh1dent Joi Brown, a Communications," Sandy said.
president, William R. Harvey, junior public relations major, is
Phyllisia Gant, a senior legal
Hilltop Staff Writer

communications major, was also
positive about Brown's move to
Hampton, in light of his history
at Howard.
"It's an example of how
Howard influences the world,"
Gant said.
Although some Howard sh1dents are optimistic about the
change at Hampton, others are
more uncertain. Ashley Wilbon,
a freshman speech communications major, is skeptical about
whether Brown will make a difference at the fledgling school.
"It depends on how strong
a person he is and the people
under him, [whether] they are
willing to follow. If they don't
follow him, nothing will change,"
Wilbon said.
Brown served as Howard's
School of Con1munications first
dean from 1971-1974. As Howard
prepares to battle Hampton on
the football h1rf this weekend,
Tony Brown will see his past and
present meet.

\\'"\\ ''·han11>l(ln.c.'(lu

Tony Brown was the founding Dean of Howard's School
of Journalism ( now John H.
Johnson 1971 . Now, at age
71, has been named dean of
Hampton's Scripps Howard
School of Journalism and
Communications.

What contribution do you think the Congressional Black
~Caucus will make to this year's election?

Austin Travis
Freshman
International Business

Kevin Madden
Junior
Marketing

Marquita Douglas
Freshman
Nursing

Allexthea Carr
Freshman
Psychology

"I'm not sure who they're leaning towards,
but I hope they n1ake positive cfforts
to·wards education, retirernent, and Social
Security."

"I would say awareness of pove1ty,
education, and getting rnore AfricanA1nericans to vote, things to that effect."

"I hope they get more African-An1erica11
issues across . and help to get the right
president in office. •·

'"I hope they make sense; bring some
order to the election."
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Washington, DC City Council Debate
HUSA will hosts the event as campus
organizations question Council candidates
Tuesday, September 7, 2004, 8:00pm
School of Business Auditorium

Rules of
Engagement
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

Before leaving Howard, you
will have been confronted by two
unkind realizations:
1. The world spins backwards.
2. You are only the center of
your own world.
Let's face it: Howard students are self-absorbed, goaloriented, all-important people.
Is this a bad thing?
Not necessarily. However, it
requires a special skill to handle
the many personalities found on
campus.
Perhaps you have been
snubbed multiple times by that
person you thought you bonded
with over your political science
final class project sophomore
year.
Or, maybe you have felt the
sting of your "best" friend of
:freshman year who has decided
that she would rather hang with
a new crowd of associates.
Or, maybe you're a first-time
Howard student who has yet to
unravel the mystery crafted in
1867 by these people now known
as Bison.
Well, no matter your personal situation, I have compiled
a list of considerations that will
help you avoid falling prey to the
elusive Howard.enigma.

SEPTEMBER 7, 2004
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Phi Sigma Pi Rush Week 2004
"Thank Goodness It's Phi Sigma Pi!"
Tuesday, Septe1nber 7 - "Perfect Strangers"
MeetNight
Wednesday, September 8 - "Who's Line is it,
Anyway?" I1nprov Night
Thursday, September 9 - "Fainily Matters"
Fonnal Rush (Business Attire Required)
All events start at 7: l 6pm

.

·

HBOJBRIFFS

All events start at 7:25pm
Howard University Georgia Club Meeting
Wednesday, September 8, 2004, 8:00pm
Blackburn Room 148

'

Health Professions Society
First Meeting of the Year
Wednesday, September 8, 2004, 8:30pm
Blackburn Reading Forum

Southern University
Because of the growing
demand for business people
who are both cunning and
computer sawy, Southern
University has decided to
implement a Bachelor's
degree program in Ebusiness. The goal of this
undergraduate program is
to produce individuals with
the knowledge and ability
to fill positions in all levels of management with not
only knowledge of textbook
business, but also business
dealt primarily on the internet and via the World Wide
Web.
They
are
preparing for an onslaught of
E-business majors based
on the estimates from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Employment growth in the
field of computer and information systems management is expected to increase
at a pace much faster than
the average for all occupations, which according to
their scale is in excess of 36
percent between the years
2000 and 2010.

HUSA Hampton Bus Trip
Saturday, September 11 - Sunday, September 12

The Campus Calendar is published weekly.
Alpha Phi 01nega Rush Week 2004
Submissions for University-recognized
Tuesday, September 7 - Meet the Brothers of
organizations should be submitted to
Alpha Phi Omega Mix and Mingle, Douglass
sharaoncampus@hotmail.com no later than
Hall Room 116
Wednesday, September 8 - "Who's Line is it,
Fiiday, September 10, 2004 by noon to appear
Anyway?" Improv Night, Douglass Hall Room
on the next Campus Calendar, in the Septe1nber
14 issue.
116
Friday, September 10- Formal Rush, Blackburn
Reading Room

'

Business Students Unbutton their Suits

the words freshman 1narketing different locations but were all into a tea1n environment so that
Contributing Writer
major Trevonnie Neblett said lead to Howard, received praise now each member is ensuring
would best describe the upcom- from the crowd. Many atten- the success of their team memTicket holders filled the ing show.
dants cheered. and laughed at bers," Williams said. "One thing
Blackburn Ballroom Thursday
Judged in various catego- their business peers and saw I really want to emphasize is
evening ready to be entertained ries including theme, voice and them in a different light.
that our team leaders receive no
atthe School of Business's Talent creativity, each of the 20 teams
"It's good for our peers to pay and give of their time, leadShow. The annual tradition of presenting had seven minutes see us in a new way versus how ership, and guidance for free."
assigning business freshmen to to perform on "Why I Chose they may see us in business oriThe School of Business
teams to stage a production not Howard" or "The Futuristic entation," freshman marketing utilizes upperclassmen who
only brought the students close Howard." Skits ranged in con- major Ashton Wilson said.
remember their team experitogether, but also was highly tent from a mock poetry cafe
As the show progressed, ence to mentor the groups as
anticipated by their peers.
in which students powerfully many attendees noticed by the team leaders. For many, the
"Tonight we're taking off explained the reasoning behind amount of cheers coming from effort is well worth it as they see
our suits to show that, aside coming to Howard.
the school of business talent the fruits of their labor in their
from taking care of business,
Other creative ideas includ- participants that the teams were students.
we know how to have fun," said ed a modern day parody of The more of a family than a team.
"It took a lot of hard work,
Keep you game face on at all Bernadette Williams, program Wiz in which students went in
"All the rehearsing and time long hours and repetition but
times.
director.
search of 'Bison City.'
that goes into preparing for the every minute was worth it."
With an atmosphere remi"My team was very creative show, you get to bond with the Trevor Prince, a sophomore
Remember, Bison are about niscent of an old school amateur and they came up with the idea people in your team and get a finance major who was also a
business. If you show any sign of show, the ballroom was deco- ofThe Wiz themselves. Although chance to learn about them," team leader said, "There is no
weakness or uncertainty, you will rated with blue curtains, a smali there were differences, we were Wilson said.
better feeling than to look up on
be left behind on this campus. stage, and rows of seats provid- able to come together and I
The team production was a stage and see the final product
Show some pride. Respect and ing the audience with just the think we were one of the best," part of the School of Business of a very unique, creative, and
represent the achievements of right mixture of intimacy, while team leader Sadia Hay said.
orientation as they seek to pre- talented team."
those persons who came before still allowing them to feel like
A skit in which students pare students for networking
you and survived. Don't rest they were at a show.
fron1 battling coasts found com- and other business values.
on the legacy of what Howard
"Funny, funny, funny," were mon ground as they came from
"We try to incorporate them
was during Reconstruction or
the Civil Rights Movement, but
HO\\' to \·ote 1-rorn Honard
-,i
make an effort to carve out your
rlere·s a s1a1e-by->ta111e guide lo \Oting absent<-e. including Web siles wi1h ballol-requcst fonn~ or
own legacy and leave the next
lather infonna1ion.
generation with something to
State- Excuse Required?- Web Site Where Absentee Ballot Request Forms
VOTING, from Campus A 1
the beginning of making things A lnbamo- Yes- h11p://www.sos.s1a1e.al.us/electioniabsen1ee/absemecinfo.cfm
strive toward.
Alaska- No- hup:Jfa~vw.go,•.state.ak.us/11gov/e lec1ionslabvo1app.h1m
better for our people." She also Li\ri;wnn- No- hnp:l/azsosgov/elec1ion/2004/info!Coun1y.bun -I
major, would appreciate any said that if students don't vote, l<xrknnsas· Yes· hnp://www.sosweb.stnte.ar.us/elections voter nrkansas obsentee.html
Take nothing personally.
No- http:l/www.ss.ca.gov/elec1ionslelec1io;;'s_ m.h1m#applyguidance about voting that "When policies are passed that CaliforniaColomdo· No- hup:l/www.sos.statc.co.u<lpubs/clections/2004 election.him
In business, there are only groups such as the CCC can don't help the betterment of our Connecticut· Yes· hnp:l/www.sots.state.ct.us/ElcctionsDivision/Elccfom1.html
Delaware- Yes- hllp:l/www.intc.de.us/clcctioniabsentee_ballots.h1ml
allies and opponents, not friends offer.
people, we can't complain."
District of Columbia· Yes· http:l/www.dcboccorg/serv/Oownload_ index.shtm
"I have to cast an absenand enemies. When someone
Many state clubs are also
~l oridn- No- http:f/clcction.dos.s1atc.ft.us/county/ indcx.shtml
fails to speak to you across the tee vote because I am from getting involved in voter reg- bcorgia · Yes· http• \,ww.S()s.state.!J,11.uslelections/clections/votcr _infonnalionidcfauh.
htm#Absentce%20\'oting -2
Yard, don't take offense. They Chicago," Bryant said. "This is istration. The Georgia Club is
Hawaii- No- hup:/lwww.hawan.gov'elcc1ion<lvo1eab.html
Idaho- No- http:l/www.idsos.state.id.us/ELECT Yotei<Juidcl20048cneml.htm#AbscntecVo11ng
are on their way to an important my first year voting so I don't planning to register people and
Illinois- Yes- http://www.elections.state.il.us/voteinfolpagcs/Elc-cAuthoritylist.asp · I
engagement that will increase the know 1nuch about it. It would set up absentee voting at their
Indiana· Yes- hup:l/in.gov/sos/clections/ -2
leverage power of the University be helpful to if I got some infor- club meetings this semester. Iowa- No- http:l/www.sos.s1a1e.ia.us/elections/AbsentecBallot/indcx.html
Kansas- No- http://\\~vw.kssos.org/elec1ions/e lec1ions_registra1i on_vo1ing.html
when presenting our relevance mation to help me through the Payton Greene, a junior preKentucky- Yes· http://www.kysos.com/Elecfil/Genelectionfiles/countyclerk.asp
to Congress for appropriations process," she continued.
med biology major and vice Louisiana· Yes· http://www.sec.statc.ln.us/elec1ions/elec1-nbsen1ee.h1m -3
Maine· No· hltp://www.maine.gov/ ponal/govemment/edemocrocy/ voter_absenteefonn.html
Lovely Washington, a senior president of the club, e1nphaeach year. Don't get mad at
/'..laryland· Yes· h11p://www.elections.state.md.us/rcgis1ered_voters/absentee_ ballot.html
them for trying to outshine what human development major and sized the importance of absenMassachusetts· Yes· http://www.sec.stntc.ma.us/elc/clcifv/howabs.htm
they did yesterday. You should president of the National Council tee voting for Georgians. "We, Michigan· Yes- http:J/michignn.gov/sos/0, 1607.7-127-1633_ 8716-2 I037--,00.html - I
Yes- http://www.sos.state.mn.us/election/AbscnlceVoting.htm
attempt to show them how it ofNegro Women (NCNW) is con- as [the] Georgia Club, feel that MinnesotaMississippi- Yes- http://www.sos.s1a1e.ms.us/e lec1ions/VotcrRegistrars.asp · I
cerned that students like Bryant, we can make our voices heard Missouri- Yes- http: S()s.mo.gov/eloc1ionsls default.nsp?id absentee
should really be done.
Montana- No- http~ 'www.S()s.s1a1e.n11.us/css/ELB/Absen1ec_Ballot.n<p
who is away from home, may louder [through absentee voting]
Nebraska- No· http: iwww,os ..ia1e.nc.us/Elections!Absen1cepagc.htm · I
become apathetic when it comes because of the electoral college," !Nevada- No· http:/lwww,,os statc.nv.usfn,election/countylco clerks.him · I
Get your own business.
New Hampshire· Yes- hup://w\\w,,;os.nh.gov/vote.htm#ABSENTEE - 1
to voting. "A lot of students said Greene, referring to the fact
New Jersey· Yes· http://njelections.org/abscntee_doe.html
Find your own path while come here and when you're not that Georgia has more electoral
New Mexico- No- http://www.sos.state.nm.us/Election103SpcciaUABinfo.htm
New York· Yes· hup://nysboewwwO I .elections.state.ny.us/ponal/page'?_pageid- 153.42096, 153_
at Howard. It's pointless to at home its easy to sit back and votes than Washington, D.C.
42249: 153 42265&_dad: ponal&_sehema PORTAL
spend four years at an institu- not do anything," Washington Even if students choose not to
Nonh Carolina· No-http://www.sboe.state.nc.usl. click "'Comity Offices'" - I
tion without exploring all your said. NCNW, a organization a cast an absentee ballot, Greene Nonh Dako1a-No·hltp://www.state.nd.us/SECIELECTVOTE/VOTING/ voting·absen1ee.html
lohio- Yes- http://www.sos.s1a1e.oh.us/soslboe/index.html - I
options. While it may feel as pa1t of the CCC, is working to encouraged students to vote.
Oklahoma- No· h11p://www.clec1ions.s1a1e.ok.us/absentce.h1ml
though Howard is only out to educate voters by having a pro"As long as you get your vote loregon - No - All Oregon residents get ballots by mail automatically by about October 22
take money from you and your gram about voter registration out there, that's the big pichire," Pennsylvania-Ycs-http://www.dos.state.p.1.uslvoting/cwp/vicw.as1>?a 1 I93&q44299 I& votingNa,=1
Rhode lslrutd -Yes-hup://www.ekctions.ri.gov/boards.htm - 1
parents, you are paying to use and filling out absentee ballots. Greene said. "Just make sure South Carolina-Yes-http://www.statc.sc.us/scsec/votereg.htm · I
South Dakota -No -http:,,www.sdsos.gov/ABSENTEE.liTM
the University's resources and Washington stresses "voting is you do it."
h"enncsscc-Ycs-4-http://www.statc.1n.us/sos election/absentee him ·I
connections to help you push
h"cxas • Ycs-4 - http:l/""w.sos.state.1x.us/elections'votcrln•qabbm.shtml
the agenda of your life forward. Website Poll Question
Utah • No-http://elections.utah.gov/absentccvoting.html
Vcnnont
-No-http://vem1ont-clec1ions.orglelec1ions 1/absentce.hunl
If you indulge yourself in the
Virginia· Ycs-http://www.sbe.virginia.gov/ Elcction/AbsenteeVoting/absentel.htm
details of your own life, you will
Washington-No- http://\\~vw.secstatc.wa.gov/clcc1ions/audi1ors.aspx • J
Last
Week's
Question:
This
week's
question:
West Virginia· Yes·http://www.wvsos.com/elections/volers/moreaboutabscntec.htm - 1
find that you won't even notice
Wisconsin -No· http://elec1ions.statc.wi.us/sebpagc33.hunl
that person who has chosen to On a scale of 1-5, with
Do you plan to sub11iit an
Wyoming· NO· http://soswy.state.wy.us/director/county.htm, then look for your county clerk's phone
h-iumbcr -I
take no notice of your presence.
5 being the highest, how
absentee ballot to your state
I Tl1cse states don ·1 have a single fom>; go to the web address for a list of contacl~ fo r local election
loflicials and infonna1ion on their ballot request procedures.:
would you rate your overall for the 2004 presidential
Senior n?arketing major
2 In these statcs,you need a reason to vote absentee by mail.but you don't need one to vote early in
il>erson. If you're going to use being out of town as your reason.you only need 10 be gone on Election
Shara D. Taylor is headed customer service experience election?
Day 10 request the ballot. You don't have to be out of town during the early voting period too.;
to an important engage- with Howard personnel?
3 Louisiana also has an early voting period, but you can only vote then if you have an approved
reason why you can"t vo1e on Election Day.lfyou"re going 10 use being out of town as your reason
ment with important people 1
26%
for requesting a ballot by mail.you need to be gone both on Election Day and during the early voting
to discuss important things.
40%
~riod in order to get one.;
To join her, drop a line to
4 In these slates.you ueed a reason to vote absentee by mail.but you don "t need one to vote early in
17%
locrson. lfyou"re going to use being out of town as your r<""80n.you have lo be gone both on Election
sharaoncampus@hotmail.com.
Day and during the s1a1e"s early voting period in order 10 get a ballot by mail.
lOo/o
3%
Sou"'e: WSJ Re.vearch
BY NICOLE L. PHILLIPS

AlabamaA&M
University
A team of researchers
atAlabamaA&M University
has been awarded a $4.8
million grant bytheNational
Science Foundation (NSF)
to help establish the Center
for Forest Ecosystems
Assessment (CEFA). The
project \\Till also work ;\Tith
the Bankhead National
Forest Liaison Panel to
monitor some of the changes in the forest over a period
of time.

Absentee Voting

I

Prairie View A&M
University
The Center for Applied
Radiation Research (CARR)
of Prairie View A&M has
been awarded $1,179,999
from NASA to continue
studying space radiation
effects on astronauts and
spacecraft instruments and
how to protect them against
radiation.
This latest award brings
the total an1ount awarded
under the current cooperative agreement with NASA
to $4,999,995 since funding began in 1995. Current
funding is approved through
August 31, 2005.

II

-Compiled by Tomi
Akinmusuru
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Learning the Most Convenient Way Around
Town: A Guide to Washington D.C.'s Metro
and Saturday nights metroContributing Writer
rail stays open until 3 a.m.
While riding the green line of the
While there are several ways metrorail, students can easily
to get to Howard University, car, find the university's metro stashuttle, metrobus or metrorail; tion "Shaw-Howard University"
given Howard University's loca- that is located at 1701 Eighth St.
tion in a city with limited park- N.W., Washington, D.C.
ing and traffic congestion, many
Many students who ride the
students go with the options of metro everyday have experience
Metrobus and metrorail.
both the positives and negatives
These are accessible sources of riding public transportation.
of transportation that can guide
"I hate to stand," said transstudents to specific destina- fer student Ahmed Bakare.
tions throughout Washington, The biology major complains
Maryland and Virginia. If head- about both the metrobus and
ing towards Silver Spring stu- rail being overcrowded and
dents can take 70 bus. Riding slow at times, yet admits it's an
the yellow or blue line on the easy method of transportation.
subway will easily bring a rider "Even if I had a car I would
to Pentagon City mall.
still ride the nletro to avoid
The metrorail system con- parking problems. It's convesists of five colors: red, orange, nient and saves you on gas."
blue, green and yellow, whereas Before beginning a quest on
the bus is a variety of different either the metrorail or the
route numbers and letters like metro bus for the first time metro
S2 or 22B.
riders should learn the basics of
Metro buses run 24 the metro system. The basic fare
hours, seven days a week, and for nletrorail is $i.35 for a oneMetrorail runs seven days way trip and a one-way metroa week, opening at 5:30 a.m. bus trip is $i.25. The newest
weekdays and 7 a.m. weekends addition is the SmarTrip pass
and closing at midnight Sunday that works interchangeably on
through Thursday. On Friday the bus and subway. According
BY GLORY EDIM

pho&o crtdit

City Council candidate
Kwame Brown.

Brown
Runs for
At-Large
Seat
BY NZINGHA THOMPSON
Contributing Writer

Democratic
D.C.
AtLarge city council candidate
Kwame Brown is encouraging
Washington voters to vote for
him if they want to see change.
'"There has been a lack of vision
and accountability for the everyday problems facing our residents,·· Brown said.
Brown
is
a
native
Washingtonian. Currently, he
sits on the Board of Directors for
the DC Children's Trust Fund
and plays a major role in his
own community as the co-chair
of the Hillcrest Civic Association
legislative committee.
Brown said his campaign
platform is based around "true
democratic values, public education, affordable housing, health
care, and public safety...
As city councilman, he wants
to increase the current district
public schools' budget by 10 percent by spending less on bureaucracy. "All Washington, D.C.
children deserve to grow up in
a city that's safe, healthy, affordable, and dedicated to educating
its future generations," Brown
said.
Brown wants to use funds to
employ youth in the summer in
hopes of eliminating youth violence in the district. In addition,
he wants to put more district
police on the street to patrol and
decrease domestic violence.
Brown also wants to achieve
affordable housing by requesting that property developers
set aside an affordable housing
zone.
"I think it's a good idea to
guarantee affordable housing,
I just wish it could be something permanent. Teachers, and
elderly people who grew up here
can't live here anymore, the cost
of living is only available to rich
people," says Aaron Nelson, a
senior at Howard University.
According to Brown's campaign literature, he is attempting
to increase the quality of living
by "providing more than $400
in ta.."X relief to families earning
less than $33,000 a year." He is
a strong advocate for clean and
portable water and a smoke-free
workplace.
In terms of economic development, Brown wants to have
more businesses on H Street,
Georgia, Rhode Island, Martin
Luther King, and Pennsylvania
Avenues. He would also like
increase the number of contract
and grants given to small businesses in the District.
Brown has gained endorsements
from
Metropolitan
Washington, Council AFL-CIO,
Service Employees International
Union, Ward One Democrats,
and NoSmokePacDC. Brown
said in a promise to the voters,
"If elected, I will be a full-time
councilmember...full time, fully
engaged."
Washington registered voters will have their first chance
to vote for this city council candidate in the September 14 elections.

\I. rltnt' Hawthrone--. 'it

tt Pboh ,..,.,t.fr

The New York Avenue Metro Station, which is still under construction. This station is set to
'
open late this year.

to the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority website (www.wmata.com) the
SmarTrip card is ..a permanent,
rechargeable farecard that can
hold up to $300 in metro bus,
metro rail and Metro parking

value. The card costs $5 and can
be recharged like a farecard."
In addition, a lost SmarTrip
card is easy to replace. Simply
pay the $5.00 replacement fee
and metro will send a new one
with the current value of the

lost card. In order to obtain
this replacement feature riders must register the card when
at the time of purchase. Riders
can also transfer the value of
See TRAVEL, Metro A7

Students Look to Other Places for Church Home
BY DREW GRIFFIN
Contributing Writer

Since it's inception in 1894, Andrew
Rankin Chapel has been a non-denominational church and, in more recent
years, has had a bounty of speakers from
which students can get their weekly dose
of either political or faith-filled worship
services. However, with this great addition has come some criticism as to the
number of different speakers Andrew
Rankin Chapel offers and many students have begun to Ycnture out to see
what surrounding area churches have
to offer.
Social work graduate student
Cristina Payne said, "There are too many
hands in the pot; you never know who
the speaker will be from week to week."
Cristina's alternative to chapel is Metro
Morning Star, a block from Meridian.
Metro Morning Star is a non-denominational church and offers a shuttle

service every Sunday from campus. It also holds a bible study
in Cook Hall appropriately
titled Bison Victory Fellowship.
Despite Payne's
altern ative
choice
to
chapel, she
also said, "I
love Andrew
Rankin and
all of the
people in it."
"One of the gifts that Chapel
has to offer is that it brings a
variety of speakers who bring
different perspectives for a variety of students," said Reverend
Malcolm Frazier of the Andrew
Rankin Chapel. Rev. Frazier
said, "Chapel is more than just
Sunday worship at Cramton."
One problem that some
have with the services is "the

Horace and Dickie's
Fish Makes Long
Lines Worth the Wait
BY ALEXIS DEBERRY
Contributing Writer

The rumor mill has said
that the line at Horace and
Dickies Seafood can go around
the block and, according to
most patrons of this popular
seafood carryout in D.C., that
is not too far from the truth.
Horace and Dickics is discreetly tucked away a couple
storefronts down on 1\velth
Street in Northeast D.C. The
line reaches the corner on
most days, especially during
t11e lunch hour rush. The wait
in line can average about 10
minutes.
The storefront is a simple
creamy yellow and blue painted cinder brick building that
usually sports a row of people filing into the door waiting to purchase some of what
they consider D.C.'s best fried
fish. On the inside, the takeout style restaurant yields no
special flair or pizzazz in its
decor.
One patron, Chris Archie, a
metro employee, said, " It may
not look like much on the outside. It's just a carryout place.
They aren't there to sell some
fancy-smanchy, ritzed-up, palace-type stuff. They sell you the
real deal - good 'ole fried fish.
They don't need that e>..'tra."
Behind the counter is the
Horace and Dickies family.

The family is made up of several lively people, each who
will gladly take your order and
point out their individual tipjars.
Everyone in the establishment prides themselves not
only on the quality of the food,
but also the speed at which it is
delivered.
Malcolm
Hoffman
of
Northwest D.C. said, ·· I like
this place. The girls, they talk
fast; run their mouths real
quick but they get your food
even quicker."
Several of the people
behind the counter are related
to Horace and Dickie and if
you ask nice enough they will
tell you. However, the focus
in the establishment is more
on business than on personal
endeavors.
They pride themselves in
selling the best fish in D.C. for
over 15 years. The most popular item on the carryout menu
is the fish sandwich: four large
pieces of fish with two slices of
bread at $4.31.
Adults are not the only
ones who enjoy the fish sandwich. Eleven-year-old Anna
Morton from Northwest D.C.
enjoys the fish so much that
she saves part of her allowance
for it. "I save half of the money
my parents give me so I can
get some fish and a soda. You
See FISH, Metro A7

political connotation of most ser- feel the need to leave a political mesmons," as Kay Gammage, a senior sage with the chapels patrons. "Faith
physical therapy major, said. and social justice go hand and hand. It
"With the ever-revolving door of is important to remember that Andrew
guest speakers Rankin is an educational center as well
the message as a church. We want to have diverse
we receive, it worship experiences," Cook said.
is often not
Along with the diverse worfocused
on ship e>..'Periences, goes the question of
God, but rath- whether Andrew Rankin provides a
er focused on home-like atmosphere for its patrons.
political agen- Senior English major, Keron Blair said,
das which is fine, however I come ~Andrew Rankin provides a hon1ey
to church for God's word, she atmosphere where you can ask questions
said.
and be answered.~ Junior hospitality
Gammage prefers to have the major, Lauren Strachan agrees. She said,
familiarity of one pastor who is "Andrew Rankin is a true family; we can
the head of the church. She is a get advice from every caring person in
member of Reid Temple located in the Chapel."
Lanham, Md.
Andrew Rankin Chapel is located
Senior human development adjacent to the library, right off the yard.
major, Lindell Cook, offers a lit- Chapel services are held at 11 a.m. on
tle perspective as to why Andrew Sunday in Cramton Auditorium.
Rankin often has speakers who

Metro Calendar
6:00 pm - Millennium Stage.
Different performing and visual artists are featured each night, at
JKF Center for Performing Alts, in NW. FREE

WEDNESDAY- SEPTEMBER STU

_:

7:05 pm MLB - Baltimore Orioles.
Baltimore Orioles vs. Minnesota Twins, at Camden Yards. Prices
range fom $8-$45, and you can get to Baltimore by taking the $5
MARC Train.
THU~DAY-

SEPTEMBER 9TH :·

" · :· :~. :.':< · "..° ,: . \ : . ' .

.

12:15 pm-12:45 pm - Concert at National City Christian
Church.
5 Thomas Circle, NW. Every Thursday, FREE
FRIDAYSEPTEMBER
.
.
.
. 10TH

..

,;

. ... :

·

6:00 pm-10:00 pm I.MAX & Jazz Cafe.
Live jazz performed in Atrium Cafe, at the National Museum of
Natural History in NW. Food, drinks and IMAX movies are available. Every Friday, FREE

.SATURDAY-SUNDAY- . SEP.T EMBER.'.11TH-12TH. .
I

-

•

..

•

0

0

•

•

~

0

'•

10:00 am-8:oopm Black Family Reunion on National
Mall.
Singers such as Monica & Floetry pe1form for R&B Concert,
Saturday night, and Hezekiah Walker and Rizen are among the performers for the Sunday Gospel Concert. FREE

---------------------------- - - -------------- - - - ---- ·-- - -- ...-- -~
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Howard Loses Classic
intercepted another potential that the Bison defense wasn't
Moreno-to-Williams connection done when he intercepted
The Bison fell the Hornets' that led to a field goal.
Jackson's replacement Nick
sting after Rock Dillon blacked
The interception was just Fortson and took it 64 yards to
a Noam Dror punt that set up the beginning of trouble for the the Alabama six yard line after
Keldri V\7illiams for an eight- Bison who turned the ball over running out of steam.
yard touchdown nm. Howard four more times.
For Bartell, the 27-12 lost
ended their third possession
"Lack of focus," is how is a distant memory. "We'll
with a punt and Jackson capped Coach Petty described his team's bounce back," he stated. "I am
off a seven-play 79-yard drive second half play. "We didn't pro- already thinking about the next
with a 48-yard pass to Clayton tect the football. It's all about game."
Harris.
momentum. Not taking anyPetty said that work needs
Being down by 14 and their thing from [Alabama State], our to be done, not much, but work
offense struggling to get any- miscues were our own fault with nonetheless.
thing started, it took the Bison turnovers deep in our territory."
"We have to be nlore
four plays and 1 ·36 to go 59 yards
It was the defense who tried focused, work on some of the
for a 13-yard rushing touch- to keep the Bison close, allow- small things. We didn't have the
down by Roland Colbert. But the ing two field goals on three opportunities because we were
highlight of the drive came as attempts.
turning the ball over."
Marcos Moreno aired one out to
"That's how we practice, if
Next week the Bison will
Jarahn Williams - who finished the offense turns the ball over, have to be focused as the heated
the game with a career high four we got to go back out and stop ri . airy between Hampton ignites
receptions and 110 yard - for them even with our backs to the again, this time in Hampton.
45-yard completion.
wall," ex-plained defensive back
"We played well, but I
Going inlo the half down Antoine Bethea.
haven't seen our best," Bartell
14-6 , six Bison points because
But the Hornets were too said.
of a blocked extra point, the much as Jackson tested 6 foot
Bison exchanged punts with 2 inch Bartell Jr. against 6 foot
the Hornets. With a target on 6 inch Lorenzo Hoffman for the
Williams from his reception touchdown.
in the first half, Melvin Screen
Anthony Bobcombe showed
DFC, from Campus A1

Good Eats on a Budget
at Horace and ·Dickie's
and Dickies as the
small cups of tarave to be careful though
tar sauce and hot
ause it has bones some- "The1•e ain't much better than them sauce that come
·mes," she said.
there CJ•cib ca.kes ...They be the best with each order.
If fish isn't your cup
Horace and
crab ca.kes in the world. I eats 'em
f tea, there are other
Dickies is located
hot or cold, rain or shine."
"terns on the menu such
at 809 121h St,
s chicken and crab
-Mr. Crab Cakes Northeast, off of
es.
H Street. They
One patron loves his
are open Monday
rab cakes so n1uch that
though Saturday
e calls himself Mr. Crab
11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
es. He is a harmless
and on Sunday
Id man who sits outside
from 11 a.m. until
the
menu,
Mr.
Crab
Cakes
said,
he establishment and has no
9 p.m. Horace and Dickie's
"There
ain't
much
better
than
ouble asking those in line if
is Metrobus accessible and,
them
there
crab
cakes
...
They
hey can spare some change so
although there is no seating,
be
the
best
crab
cakes
in
the
at he may purchase a crab
there is a nearby park where
ake or two of his own. If he world. I eats 'em hot or cold, you can enjoy your food. For
or shine."
·s feeling talkative, he'll try to rain M
f th
gul
more information on Horace
0
ersuade you to purchase a
andy , e reh. ar cush and Dickie's, you can call them
t
omers
on t pay 1m muc
t(
)
_
rab cake for him.
202
604 0 ·
97
attention
as
he
seems
to
be
'
a
3
When asked what it is he
'
as
much
a fixture of Horace
ikes about the crab cakes on
FISH, from Metro A6

Students and Celebrities Protest Sudanese Genocide
SUDAN, from Campus A1
symbolize the deaths in Sudan.
"We are here to launch a
new phase of our movement, to
get to the heart of this problem and axe at the root of the
problem which is money," said
former congressman and civil
rights leader \Valter Fauntroy.
Fauntroy has led protesters in
front of the Sudan Embassy for
67 consecutive days. Prominent
leaders in the African-American
community, including actor
Danny Glover, Congressman
Charles Rangel (D-N.Y.) and

Howard University President an important and critical issue," agmg Sudan.
Patrick Swygert have joined Swygert said. "People are dying, Parks was one
Fauntroy in past days. Famed this is not right, it's just not of them. "I'm
comedian and activist Dick moral." Many Howard students definitely disGregory joined protesters yes- attended yesterday's march. appointed with
terday as well as radio personal- One of them, sophomore Alonzo the
attitudes
ity Joe Madison. Madison, who Parks, said he decided to attend of the youth
has been on a hunger strike for the rally after reading a previous today," Parks
weeks in protest to the killings article written in The Hilltop. "I said. "I think
in Sudan, was arrested outside now realize how in1portant it is it's laziness and
the Sudan Embassy in an earlier to be here as a Howard student, selfishness, and
protest.
African-American, and a human just a general
Swygert, in an effort to being," he said.
attitude of 'if it
increase awareness in the
Before yesterday's protest, doesn't affect
Howard community, has said he many openly questioned the me
directly
would lead a march of Howard Howard student body's lack of than I don't
students if necessary. "This is emotion for the violence rav- care about it.'"
Comedian
Dick Gregory
came to the
defense
of

Rof\1n ~\-iS·St.iff Photo raJ'lhrt

During the protest, many people leave teddy bears, cards and crosses In front of the
Sudanese embassy to mourn the loss of life in Sudan.

Navigating the Metro Lines
TRAVEL, from Metro A6

a farecard (used or unused) to
the value of a SmarTrip card.
A SmarTrip card will also allow
one trip, which results in a negative balance, but value must
be added before it can be used
again on metro rail or Metrobus.
The next step is learning how to
navigate the metrorail lines and
the meuobus. Before heading
out riders can research metro
information on the official

Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority website.
When catching the bus look
for a red, white and blue metro
sign. This indicates a metrobus
stop. As the bus approaches the
stop, look for the route number and destination displayed
above the windshield. When
taking the subway, look for the
tall brown column with the large
"M." It identifies tl1e Metro station by name. The color stripes
show each metro rail line that

serves the station - blue, green,
orange, red and yellow.
Senior international major
Heba Mahmoud has been riding
the metro throughout her years
at Howard University.
"I've never had a bad experience on the metro," said
Mahmoud with a smile. She
finds it efficient and a lot easier
than trying to find parking on
can1pus.

Rllb Dl\"1 \

Howard "Whstu- Protestors say that they will not stop protesting
dents.
en sy until the genocide ends.
you call for a
protest at noon,
where are you
"I'm here today because
going to find students?" he said.
"Most of them are in school." I'm concerned about how this
But Gregory also said that this is being portrayed to the African
was not an excuse to stay inac- community in the United States,"
tive in the protest. ..They should she said. "I do not support this
still be here when they can," protest, because the situation is
he said. "They should remem- complex, and this organization
ber that they arc able to attend is not taking the time to educate
Howard because some people the people."
Although
Nkrumall-Ture
decided to protest."
Asantewaa Nkrumah-Ture, is very much in protest of the
a Pan-African activist, arrived events in Sudan, she said, KI look
at the protest wearing a self- forward to the day when Joe
designed shirt and a denin1jack- Madison and Fauntroy Deaders
et with "One Sudan, One Africa" of the protest] have a protest in
emblazoned across it."Nkrumah- front of the Israeli Embassy for
Ture, has studied Africa- Sudan the genocide that's been going
in particular- for 30 years, but on there for years.
One protester has been
did not support the protest.
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in front of the Sudan embas-

marching in front of the embassy
since July. A retired grandmother, Edna Moses of Northeast
D.C., was happy to see so many
people joining her today. "I support all the mothers in Sudan,"
she said. "I wish we could have
this many every day, you don't
haYe to spend a whole hour,
whatever you can."

Convenient Health Care
for Howard Students
Health, from Campus A1

tions.

gynecologist and contraception
~rve used the health care services are available.
Those
ing and counseling and referral center when I was sick. I take interested in contraception
services for students," Mundy advantage of it because most of must first attend a contraceptive
said.
the services are free and easier class, to learn more about birth
The improved HIV testing is than having to go home," said control options. Male students
just one addition to the services sophomore Michael Pigford III. arc also provided a primary
the Student Health Center proThe benefits and low fees care provider for any healthcare
vides for students. Al1 enrolled associated with the Student needs. Dental services are also
students are eligible to receive Health Center are coupled with available for students from the
medical care during the school long waits for the high demand College of Dentistry, through
year for services such as sick- University facility. While some health center referral.
ness, health education, immuni- students are just not aware of
Whether or not a student
zations, general health, sexually the care their health fees cover, ever steps foot into the Student
transmitted disease screening, for others, lengthy lines and lack Health Center, a portion of each
contraception, and tuberculosis of information on fees and pre- students' tuition and fees goes
screening.
scriptions are reasons they offer toward the facility. The center
"As an athlete, I know about for their hesitancy to use the encourages students to utilize
the services because of my services.
the services they offer and to
coach. As for now, I would only
"I don't use services from make an appointment in order
use the health clinic for shots, Howard's Health Center because to be served expeditiously.
for anything else we have a tea1n they're not clear on what services
physician," said freshman Asha it is they offer," says sophomore
Santee from Houston, Tex.
Darius Lyles.
With no limited amount of
For female s tudents, the
office visits and prescriptions, Student Health Center offers
many students choose to take a full service Women's Clinic.
advantage of the services, which Pap smear testing, treatment of
are at no cost, except for some sexually transmitted diseases,
immunizations and prescrip- consultation from an on-campus

AS BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
Bizzology:
Black Dependency:
Habits, Excuses,
and Solutions
BY VENUS B. TAYLOR
Business & Tochno/ogy Editor

The current economic
state of Black America frightens me. As a people, Black
Americans have become so
dependent on handouts that
they prevent themselves from
ever getting a leg-up. For generations, African-Americans
have perpetuated a disheartening trend of bad habits and
even worse excuses
The Habits:
1.
Reliance
Upon
Handouts- Blacks in America
have been crying about their
40 acres since Emancipation.
2.
P u rchase
of
Depreciating Goods- A
$40,ooo car is a foolish purchase if it prevents you from
taking care of your other
monetary responsibilitieslike RENT!
3. Disrega1·d for Non Depreciati ng
GoodsInvesting in homeownership
and education are much more
valuable than investing in the
latest Baby Phat and the biggest spinners.
The E.xcuses:
1. "The Man"- The proverbial man is not the one
keeping blacks from their ..40
acres." Though slavery ended
approximately 140 years ago,
African-Americans
made
great strides for themselves
over the next 40-50 years as
plumbers, electricians, and
politicians. \\That happened?
2. "Th e Man"-The proverbial man did not make you buy
that $40.000 car while you
were still paying rent or Jiving
at home with your mother.
3 . "The Man"- The proverbial man has been blamed for
every socioeconomic-ill in this
country. Though he may be
a hurdle for some, he is not
the one who dctermmes your
future. Homeownership and
education arc still very attainable goals.
The Solutions:
1. Stop Complaining- So,
we've established that Mthe
man" doesn't control your
destiny Stop being consumed
with bad past experiences.
Please remember that while
you are pointing the finger
at other!'> who ,1rc preventing you from getting ahead in
life, three fingers are pointing
back at you. Think about it.
2.
Invest
in
Your
Education- How is it that so
many Howard University students can rationalize the cost
of a $250 purse, but not the
cost of a $120 book'? Realize
that books ar<> an educational
investment, and an (•ducatlon
is something that can neYer be
taken away. That purse will go
out of style next season.
3. Plan for your Financial
Future NO\V- Though you
may not have the mone.>, c;tart
investing right now! Even if
it's as simple as putting a few
dollars a week into a savings account, opening up a
Certificate of Deposit (CD),
or purchasing a fl•w shares of
stock in your favorite company. Compounding interest
is a beautiful thing, and every
smart investment that you
make now will pay off in the
long run.
As a race, we need to get

our priorities straight. I'll be
the first to admit that I have
fallen victim to these perpetual bad habits and worse
excuses. For that reason, I am
asking the rest of the Howard
University community to
join me in taking a stand. A
stand showing that we will
no longer allow ourselves to
be consumed by stereotypical
instant gratification attitudes.
A stand showing that we care
about the socioeconomic state
of our race. A stand showing
that we arc what we claim to
be: Leaders for America and
the global community.
Email your thoughts
on
this
column
to
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Google Goes Public, Stock Soars
BY TATIANA KING
Contributing Writer

For a company whose name
serves as both a noun and a
verb, Google is seeing even more
unprecedented success.
On Aug. 19, 2004, Google
debuted strongly on the market
with its initial public offering
(IPO).
An IPO is a method companies use to raise money through
the sale of debt or equity.
Anyone can then buy a small
portion of the con1pany and the
stock can be traded openly on a
stock exchange. This makes it
easier to attempt mergers and
acquisitions of other companies, receive better rates when
they issue more debt, as well as
issue employee stock ownership
plans.

Google's IPO (Stock Symbol: inal investors.
GOOG), the price originally set
When it comes to the future
at $85, started out the day on of Google, there has been heavy
the NASDAQ, the largest U.S. speculation that Google will
electronic stock market, at move into the instant messag$100.1 per share. By the end of ing market. Currently instant
the day, the stock
niessaging is offered by Yahoo!,
held steady at
MSN, and AOL.
$100.34.
This also
marked the
success
of
Google's decision to trade
using a modified
Dutch auction method; a deciAn IM service
sion made by the company in from Google would
order' to open up the IPO pro- greatly strengthen the company's
cess to as many people as possi- threat against the 'Big Three' as
ble; a proverbial hand-out to the well as virtually complete Google
layman. From its initial offering, as a communication front; addGoogle has raised $1.1 billion ing on to their acclaimed search
"or the company, and over $450 portal as well as the new e-mail
million for its founders and orig- offering, Gmail, which stores a

gigabyte of information.
tive enough to grab users away
"If Google offered an IM ser- from MSN, or Yahoo." Even still,
vice I'd probably try it out to see with theapparent successof their
what it offered over other ser- IPO sales and increased capital,
vices, but I wouldn ·: st6p using Google is already making strides
AIM due to the fact that every- to even further strea1nline their
one is already established search algorithm, make their
on it", said j unior physi- sidebar ads more relevant, and
cians assis- to continue selling their s tock
1 \I
tant major well into the fu ture.
K y a n a
Although the IPO stock has
Crawford.
faltered a bit, it is currently still
Se ni o r trading on the market for around
political science $100 per share--well above its
major
Ch r is
Lewis initial $85 selling p rice.
shares the sam e views about a
"If this isn't the single best
Google IM service.
deal in venture history, it's got
"If Google's instant messen- to be up there," says Geoffrey Y.
ger could compete with the likes Yang, a Silicon Valley ventu re
of Trillian and be able to merge capitalist
with existing services, I'd probaOn the other side of the
bly use it," said Lewis. "It doesn't spectrum, because of Google's
seem like Google could come up
with an IM application innovaSee GOOGLE, News A9

Five Guys: From Hamburger Joint to HU Haven
BY WHITNEY TEAL

drives and student radio broadcasts.
Johnson also insists that they are
"trying to connect to Howard University,
Possessing a strong likeness to tl1e but [also] connect to the community."
campus hangout The Pit from television's Ile wants Five Guys to be a "community
B
"A Different World," the new owners of haven" that embraces organizations like
Five Guys have a vision of a similar spot Roosevelt High School, and the Boys and
R
for Howard students.
Girls Club.
G
Neal Johnson, a Morgan State
Today, the owners are full of ideas to
E
University graduate, and Derwin Corria, employ the potential of the store, but the
R
a Howard University alum, along with idea for the business was actually born of
three other co-owners took ownership less lofty ideals. According to Johnson,
of the restaurant on Georgia Avenue this the restaurant was created not out of
summer with Howard, as well as the want, but out of necessity. Approximately
greater community, in mind.
nine months ago, the future owners of
Since its inception, Five Guys has the restaurant left a planning meeting
been well received by its surrounding called by Johnson and Corria's employer.
community. Johnson assures that the After realizing that they were "not part
community is "excited about us being of the plan" outlined by the corporahere" and "very proud of us."
tion, Johnson decided that they had to
But Johnson and Corria still strive get a plan of their own. The answer to
for even more community acceptance, this call came in the form of a Five Guys
especially from Howard students. Both franchise.
graduates of historically black universiHowever, additional preparation for
ties, Johnson and Corria look back fondly the restaurant did not go as smoothon their time in college and hope to make ly for lhe owners. Original members of
Five Guys one of the memories students the group recruited to start the business
take with them after graduating.
began to get cold feet as the process conTo help achieve their goals, both tinued. ''People who were invited to be
owners are taking steps to engage the part of the team got scared ... [it is] the
Howard community and the larger com- whole fear factor," explains Corria.
munity. They hope to erect a Howard
Once the team was assembled, it
University Hall of Fame (with a little proved to be very functional and producbear in the corner for Morgan State), put tive. Per Johnson, everyone fell into the
up sorority and fraternity paraphernalia, roles that best suited them and worked
\tarltet lfa•throof'<- ~tatf Pbotoaraphtr
and make the restaurant available to stuAs a new semester commenced, Johnson and Corria welcomed students to a
dent organizations for voter registration
See BURGER, News A9 familiar restaurant with an unfamiliar management team.
Contributing Writer
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Howard E-mail and Personal
The Convenient,
Inbox, Linked In One Account Mobile Innovation
In Test Preparation
BY AMBER ENGLISH
Contributing Writer

Suzie Student always had
problems checking her Howard
University e-mail address. She
often missed important information because she forgot that
her Howard e-mail address even
existed. Starting this semester,
Suzie can choose to receive the
e-mail sent to her Howard email address in another e-mail
account.
Students can indicate a preferred e-mail addresses through
their BannerWeb accounts.
After logging into the system,
students can now go into their
personal information and specify a personal e-mail address as
the place they would like to have
e-mail sent.
"We wanted to provide
an alternative to students who

either came to Howard with
a different e-mail address or
acquired one while being here,"
said Dr. Charles Moore, chief
information officer and interim vice provost of Information
Systems and Services.
Moore said that after a
survey of students, it became
evident that students were not
checking their university provided e-mail accounts.
To many students this is a
welcome change.
"I would definitely like
my Howard e-mail sent to my
personal e-mail account," said
sophomore administration of
justice major Brittnay Waugh.
"[My personal e-mail] is where
I get all of my mail and it's the
address I give to all of my professors."
Waugh currently doesn't
check her Howard e-mail

because it's "too con1plicated."
Freshman political science
major Tahira Spinks experienced similar problems.
"I haven't checked my
Howard e-mail since I've gotten
here because I can never log into
[the system]," Spinks said.
"The Howard e-mail always
seems to be down and it's nice
to have an alternate place that I
know I can always get into," said
freshman Kiah Smith.
Some professors, however,
are more comfortable receiving
mail from students' Howard email address.
"One of my professors
wouldn't accept any homework
electronically unless it came
from a Howard e-mail account,"
said sophomore psychology
major Nicole Brock.

BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
Contributing Writer

Little Tyneisha Cooper has
gotten everything prepared for
college. She has decided that
she wants to go to Howard and
study biology. HerGPAisintact
and her application is almost
finished. All she needs to do
is take the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT). On the way to her
house, her cell phone rings in
her pocket; she pulls it out and
begins to push some keys on
thE' keypad.
To the average person,
it looks like she is sending a
text message. In reality, she is
answering preparatory questions that she downloaded
from The Princeton Review.

See E-MAIL, News A9

Students don't have to
do niore than flip open their
phones to receive test preparation questions.
"I really can't sec anything
that could be negative about it
considering that the vast majority of students have cell phones
that they use constan tly, it is
a great idea," said sophomore
history major Darren Overby.
With the highly competitive state of this test, people are
looking for any type of upper
hand that they might receive to
help them get into the colleges
of their choice.
Convenience plays a huge
factor in the success of this
new technology. Before, people
would take all sorts of prep
See SAT, News A9
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Retro] ashions ( me ull Circte
The New Shade
of the Bis.on Male

Yuck...In Your
Pink Tee!!!
BY KEITH LAING
Life & Style Editor

We've all seen them. How
could we not have seen them?
They're EVERYWHERE. Since
Harlem's poster child Cam'ron
first appeared on a red carpet
decked in pink, every guy wanting to prove his "street cred" has
to be seen sporting something
pink. Is it appropriate?
I don't know about it...
After a heated Punch Out
discussion on this all-important matter (ahhh...the life of a
GRADUATING senior), I started to think a little. Once upon
a time, you could tell who on
campus was from the Tri-State
area by the appearance of a little
pink in their wardrobe. Now,
it's global. :Men from the north,
south, east and west have been
spotted on the Yard in the most
pastel of pastel colors.
And I still don't know about
it...
I mean, I am clearly aware
that my resistance to pink is
a product of the society we all
grew up in. As a child, I had
blue shirts, blue blankets, blue
trucks, blue everything, and
most of my sister's stuff was
pink. Pink doll outfits, pink
hair accessories, pink purses.
So it should be easy to see how I
could make that leap and firmly
believe pink on a guy is the ultimate NO-NO.
But Keith, you may be saying, the color of a guy's shirt
doesn't determine his masculinity. And you're right. Some of
the "hardest" guys I know have a
little pink in their life. But I still
always joke with them about trying to prove their n1asculinity by
wearing the most feminine color
on the planet.
These are my friends. If
they're doing it, it must be ok,
right?!!
Ummm.. .I still don't know
about it...
Ladies, nowadays, your man
might just have more pink in his
closet than you do.
And I sincerely hope that
you don't know about it. ...
You have the pink dress
shirt, the pink polo shirt, the
pink t-shirt, the pink fitted hat,
and the pink Timberland boot.
And a little bit of my manhood
hurts because of it.
It seems that one of the
few remaining things that are
uniquely male, namely NOT
WEARING PINK, is dying a
slow and painful death.
I definitely don't know about
it...
What I do know is that I am
nobody's fashion expert. Just
because I'm Life and Style Editor
of The Hilltop doesn't mean I can
go around telling people what to
wear (hey...I could've gotten this
job because of my boyish good
looks instead of Ill} debonair
sense of style). I'm just a guy
with a forum to vent about HU
life and style. And vent I will.
Welcome to Lifelines.

Keith Laing is a senior print
journalism major from Stone
Mountain, Ga., who is cleady
allergic to pink and having a
reaction as we speak. Once he
puts down the pink hankerchief we just handed him and
stops sneezing, he will gladly
reply to all your questions,
thoughts, comments and concerns. Send them to life_ n_
styleo405@yahoo.com .

BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Contributing Writer

One glance around campus mighl.
catch a glimpse of something pink.
Purses, skirts, heels, hats, shoelaces,
tees, sneakers, dress shirts, ties, boxers. And it's not just fo1 girls anymore. From the boardroom to the club,
brothers are giving new meaning to the
phrase "pretty in pink".
This trend is not new. According
to Liz Snowden, marketing manager at
shirt specialists Tho1nas Pink, it began
in the 1990s.
"With the death of Macho Slob,
Nineties Man saved the day by getting
in touch with his feminine side. This
was evident...by the way he groomed
himself. Male moisturizers were
launched; even the concept of an
'executive' manicure took off."
The trend's adoption by the
hip-hop community is due largely
to rapper Cam'ron, who has been
seen sporting everything from
cell phones to hummers to jeans
in a rosy hue. The response to
Cam'ron's style was overwhelming. Retailers across the nation
began stocking their men's sections with carnation-colored
items, and men starting buying.
"I [wore] a little pink before
Cam'ron came out with it, but I
really started wearing it more after
I saw public figures wearing it," said
freshman Brandon Smith while sporting pink shoelaces. ''[It's) in my weekly
rotation. I like to be original. I like to
stand out. People take notice and I like
that."
With so many guys wearing pink
now, the question may be where's the
originality?
"If one celebrity [is] doing something, everybody's going to do it. If it
wasn't for Cam'ron, most guys wouldn't
wear pink," said freshman D'Anthony
Gray.
However, not all men like wearing
pink.
"The trend is nice, but it's not for
everyone," said Gray. "I might wear a
little bit of pink, but it depends on the
occasion."
With pink being a traditionally
feminine color, some question the mas-

The Resurrection
of the Fedora

culinity of men wearing it.
"Pink doesn't undermine my masculinity. The average dude might question it, but I'm not trying to impress
him," Smith said.
According to Snowden, pink exudes
confidence. The man who wears it successfully has no insecurities about the
"feminine" color.
"Pink
has
become a classic color,
and the

BY JA MEELAH BROUGHTON
Asst. Ufe & Style Editor

You may have seen them on Halle
Berry, Justin Timberlake or on a student sitting next to you in class. Slightly
tilted, all black, or white with pinstripes
and a red barouche, the fedora is a fall
fashion necessity with an
interesting past.

,

majority
of people no
longer look upon
a man in a pink shirt
as being daring or risque. It
is an easy color to pull off and therefore
appeals to many men."
Smith said he is not worried about
anyone misconstruing his apparel.
"I [don't] care what dudes think,"
Smith said. "It's all about what the
ladies think." And the ladies like itsometimes.
"Pink looks nice on certain guys. It
just

According
t

Gen tlemansempori um.
com, fedoras first appeared on the
heads of the "well appointed men of
the Victorian era in 1907. At its origin, the fedoras, known at the time as
toppers, were a traditional adornment
for men like Abraham Lincoln and
the Big Four (Lloyd George of Britain,
Orlando of Italy, Clemenceau of France,
and Woodrow Wilson of the U.S who
met in Paris to negotiate the Treaty of
Versailles).

See PINK, Life & Style 83

Salon Right Around Corner
Copy Editor
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BY MICHAEL ARCENEAU X
Contributing Writer

color.
"Experience separates us from each and
every salon in the D.C. area," Quinichett said.
"All stylists are seasoned in many different
fields. I pretty much cherry-pick the stylists."
The salon is locat ed at 7709 Georgia
Avenue, Northwest, and is very popular within
the city and abroad. "We are here for the clients in every way possible," Quinichett says.
"I'm very proud of the work we do here at
[Locs Hair Studio]."
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See HAT, Life & Style 83

New Toure Novel
Has Plenty of Soul

BY FAWN ROBINSON

For those who marvel at the ambiance,
skill, and togetherness in movies like "The
Barbershop," Locs Hair Studio is the place for
you! Locs Hair Studio offers master stylists,
impeccable service, and all the little details
that make the difference between an ordinary
salon visit, and a spectacular experience.
Locs Hair Studio was introduced to
Washington, D.C. in 1998, by salon stylist and
owner, Susan Quinichett. Quinichett grew
up in Silver Spring, Md., and graduated from
Trinity College with a Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration. She then attended Dudley's Beauty School, on Rhode Island
Avenue, in Washington, D.C. She has taken
classes with renowned hair stylists and hair
care providers such as Paul Mitchell, Mizani,
Exclusives, and Tony and Guy of Bed Head
products. Quinichett understands the struggle
many college students face when moving to a
new area, and attending a new school, especially in regards to finding a new stylist to care
for your hair.
"The biggest problem with people coming to a new area is finding stylists who really
care about their hair and have the capability to
work with their stylist from home," Quinichett
said. "And because I understand the lifestyle
of college students, working hair into their
budget, as well as their lifestyles, in an important goal of mine."
The stylists at Locs Hair Studio have a
combined total of over forty years of experience in the hair care industry, and each and
every stylist specializes in hair care, cut, and

0

However, as time passed on and
society became more functional, the
height and awkwardness of the top hat
led to a decline in its demand. This
opened up the door to the renovation
of the top hat into what we now know
as the fedora.
The fedora, in its current style, first
made its political spotlight with the capture of highly sought after mafia leader
Al Capone. Traveling on the Santa
Fe train from Los Angels to Chicago,
Capone was captured by the Joliet
Police Shotgun squad. Front pages of
newspapers and magazines were saturated with the capture of Capone.
The result: the fashion and lifestyle
of the mafia member became highly
sought after and glamorized.
Laurne Lorron, a sophomore
majoring in history said, "I remember seeing the fedora worn by rap
artist Nas and Jay-Z when they
were emulating Scarface in their
videos."
When society's men no longer wanted to identify with the
criminality affiliated, the look
of the fedora lost its appeal until
the early i 95os. At this time,
cinema gained its appeal and the
wealthy men in Hollywood never
left the screen without them. In
the years to follow, the popularity
of the fedora was overshadowed
by the introduction of afros and
the anti-war sentiment of the 1960s,
groovy colors, shapes and patterns of
the i97os, the punk rock fashion of the
1980s, and the anything you can put on
and it does not have to match look of
the 1990s. Until now in the 21st century, the fedoras did not stand a chance.
Popping up on fashion trendsetters like Sarah Jessica Parker, alongside
Lenny Kravitz in the latest Gap commercial, fedoras are finding their way
back onto the fashion scene. This time
women are wearing them too. You can
find them in a Gap or in Up Against
the Wall. The colors and patterns arc
so unique and intriguing that you cannot help but find one that is just right
for you. They generally range from
$t5 to $350, the latter for brands such
as Gucci of course, and come in an

.

Take a trip to Soul City,
where you'll discover the worldfa1nous
one-hundred-foottall Afro Pick, the biscuit shop
where the biscuits are topped
with butter straight from heaven, and streets filled with cars
that play only the driver's favorite artist, like the Princemobile,
the Billiemobile, and the JayZmobile.
In Soul City, black is beautiful, black culture is celebrated,
and great music brings everyone
together. It is the black utopia,
and it is the city, as its citizens
like to brag, with "more mojo
than any city in the world."
Soul City is such a paradise, many writers have tried to
capture its essence in print which brings journalist Cadillac
Jackson to Soul City. Though
sent by Chocolate City magazine
to cover Soul City's mayoral election, Cadillac has another plan
in n1ind: to write the definitive
book on Soul City. As an outsider, Cadillac does not understand
what makes Soul City so special,
but he is determined to figure it
out and share his findings with

the rest of the world.
Along the way Cadillac
meets some of the quirky citizens of Soul City. There's
Revren Lil' Mo Love, the pintsized, ten-year-old preacher that
never bothered to finish reading the Bible. There's Ubiquity
Jones, a woman who would
always discover your biggest
secret, and then reveal it at the
worst possible moment (in public, of course), and Granmama,
the feisty two-hundred-plusyear-old biscuit shop owner
with enough sass for two Soul
See TOURE, Life & Style 83

Rolling Stone Editor Toure's
new novel "Soul City" Is a
winner.
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Howard Alum Works to Cure the Cancer of The Spirit
BY MICHELLE NEALY

On the website there is a bulletin board
where women with various issues can
, speak to each other while maintaining
their anonymity. Soothing your soul is
accomplished by reaching out to various support groups that you have access
to: friends, family and other women.

Contributing Writer

Howard prides itself on producing
leaders for America and the global com1nunity. Local author and HU alumna
Carol 'Ife' Keene is no exception. After
26 years in the information technology
field, she is now publishing her first
novel, titled Cancer of the Spirit, about
10 women living with cancer.

TH: Who are some of the authors
that have inspired you or influence your
writing?
CK: Tina McElroy Ansa, Iyanla
Vanzant, J.California Cooper

In a brief interview, Keene, herself
a cancer survivor, tells us a little about
herself and her book.
The Hilltop (TH): Why did you start
going by the name lfe?
Carol 'Ife' Keene (CK): I chose that
name 30 years ago. I wanted to be
called by a name that has some meaning. It is African, native of Nigeria. Ife
(pronounced E-fay) means love.

\IP l'llbh"'1ng

Carol " lfe" Keene

can be triggered by physical or emotional problems, and disables you to
some extent. It temporarily alters who
you are thus having an adverse impact
on the way that you approach life.

TH: What is your book about?
CK: The book is about the lives of
10 unforgettable women ranging in age
TH: Why did you decide to put your
from 23 to 79. It describes the heart
own story in the book?
wrenching, devastating, or other overCK: I felt that I could serve as
whelming circumstances that cause an example of a person who has physiwomen to develop varying degrees of
cal cancer and cancer of the spirit.
this condition that tramples their spirit.
TII: When readers finish reading your book and fully digest it, what
TH: What is the significance of the
do you think that they will walk away
book's title?
W1'th?
.
CK: Oprah had the segment on her
CK: I think people will understand
show 'Remembering Your Spirit.' A lot
that you really can overcome anything.
of those segments dealt with women
And that, although your situation may
who had cancer of the spirit. And the
be bad, there are people in worse situconcept 'Cancer of the Spirit' stuck with
ations.
me.
n.. Ge "Gd
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Howard University Alum Carol " lfe" Keene is preparing to publish her first
novel, entitled "Cancer of the Spirit." Keene, herself a cancer survivor
is almost leading a women's empowerment movement titled "Soothe Our
Souls."

TH: What is Cancer of the Spirit?
CK: Cancer of the Spirit is a debilitating condition caused by circumstances, situations or events that cripple your
ability to cope with everyday living. It

TH: You have a companion website to your book centered around the
theme - Soothe Our Souls. How does
one soothe their soul?
CK: The Soothe Our Souls website
is a mission to help empower women.

TH: Where can people purchase the
book?
CK: People can purchase the book
on the website www.sootheoursouls.
com. Also, I will also be holding a book
signing at Karibu Bookstore at Towne
Center in
Bowie, Md., Oct. 9.
TH: What year did you graduate
from Howard?
CK: I graduated in 1973 although I
was supposed to graduate in 1966. But
I got married and left the area. When
I returned, I had h\TO more classes to
take.
TH: How did the time you spent at
Howard prepare you to be an author?
CK: Howard taught me to meet and
greet people. Howard taught me to be
confident. Howard prepared me to be a
good writer. I could go on and on about
Howard.
TH: \'\That advice would you give to
a student who has a severe cancer of the
spirit case?
CK: Reach out for support and talk
with someone you can trust and confide
111.

Economy Paints Bleak Picture for Arts Students' Future
BY ENIOLA SHITIA
Contributing Writer

Fine Arts students may
face a difficult job market
if the economy is slow to
recover.

The effects of the Sept. 11,
2001 terrorist attacks on the
United States are reverberated daily- from our changes in
national security to our upcoming election. One such effect
that is often overlooked is on the
field of performing arts.
A recent survey conducted by the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel showed that audiences
began to prefer the option of
television commercial arts in the
safety of their homes as opposed
lo going out to watch <i live performance.
The study was based largely
on the fact that last year the
United Performing Alts Fund
(UPAF), which provides operating funds to performing arts
groups around the country, was
unable to meet its fundraising
goals for the first time in 20
years and planned an acrossthe-board percentage cut as a
result of the declining public
reception.
Another aspect of change in
the field of arts was caused by
the nlood of the country. It now
seems that more intellectually
challenging performances are
not drawing 1nuch of an audience as opposed to the lighter
family oriented fares. Bonita
Berrios of the Ko-Thi dance
company attributes this change
to the fact that people needed
arts that provided an intimacy
that was safe and nurturing.
This decline is relevant to
Iloward University's School of
Fine Arts. They too are feeling
the pinch.
"There have been a lot of
budget cuts for shows and funding for students organizations
within the department," said
Jermaine Small, a senior theatre arts major. Many agree that
more money is being put into the
commercial arts because there
are more immediate returns.
According
to
Denise
Saunders Thompson, manager
of the Cramton Auditorium, the
job prospects for graduates are
slin1n1er and organizations are
spending less to put on events
because of the effects of the
economy.

"People do not want to
acknowledge the true value of
a perforn1er,'' said Kehambe
Eichelberger, a performing artist
and lecturer in the department
of music. Eichelberger added,
"The arts are not viewed as areas
that have to be supported."
It is often said that when
purses have to be tightened, the
first avenues to suffer are the
arts because, according to Terel
J ackson, a senior music therapy major. "[Unfortunate!)] the
arts are considered to be leisure
activities that people tuke for
granted," he said.
Students like Colic Latin, a
senior music major, are aware of
the need and importance of the
perfonning arts in the society
and plan to act accordingly.
"I am going to open a school
that makes music available for
underprivileged minorities."
Performing arts is a business as well as an artistic skill
that has tried to be developed.
The departments have tried to
prepare their graduating students for the existing audience
and declining economy.
"Most are majoring in other
aspects of music besides performance like music therapy, music
business, music engineering,
sound, so that they can perform
and still have something to fall
back on;· .Jackson said.
"They bring in different
speakers to help improve our
auditioning techniques," senior
theatre arts major Nicole Gant
said.
Like most other facets of
life, performing arts seems to
be getting roughed up by the
economy.
Damien Emilien, a freshman
music education major, encourages students to take heart and
keep working.
"Work on your best performance and everything will fall in
line," he said.
Jay Weldon Norris of the
department of music, agreed.
"(Students] are going to have
to be well prepared to do more
and put what they have learned
to good use," he advised.

Bison Men Pretty in Pink
PINK, from Life & Style 81

depends," said freshman Alisha
Brown.
Freshman Michelle Wilson
agreed.
"Guys wearing pink [says]
they're not afraid to wear a color
that was traditionally for girls.
But I think some guys should
stay away from it," she said.
The consensus seems to
be that while wearing pink is
peachy, knowing where to draw
the line is key. "One or two pink
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items is ok, but a pink outfit
with accessories is a bit much,"
Wilson said.
Smith said he recognizes his
limits as well.
"I wouldn't wear pink to
a business meeting or a wedding. I would never wear a pink
suit because it's really gaudy.
I wouldn't wear a pink tee
because they're cheap looking,"
Smith said.
Most fashion trends have
short life spans. Will pink's pop-

Fedoras Fashionable Again

ularity last? The jury seems to
still be deliberating on that one.
''I'll eventually get tired of it
and want to do something else,"
Smith said.
"I think it'll last as long as
Cam'ron is doing it," Gray countered.
Whether or not the trend
is here to stay, it is breaking
down fashion-gender barriers
and paving the way for more
novel styles.

HAT, from Life & Style 81
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Fedoras have come full circle.

assortment of fabrics.
"I just bought my first
fedora from Puma [online]. I
love wearing it with my hair
completely tucked i'1 the hat
and some pretty drop earrings," said sophon1ore Lorey
Jmnerson.
Anthon Marks, a junior
political science major said,
"I only like wearing my fedora when I am going out to
a dressy club. When I wear

it with a suit, people think I
am a professional and not a
student."
There is not limit to what
a fedora can do to you wardrobe. When worn right, it can
only spice it up. You can wear
a fedora with filled jeans; a
quarter length jacket and
U1ose knew pointed shoes you
just picked up. Wilh a nice
knit scarf you will be ready for
fall in no tin1e.

Stones Editor Writes Novel
Toure, from Life & Style 81

City, there is only one issue that
Cities. There's also :Mahogany matters: the music. In Soul City,
Sunflower, the take no non- music dictates the tone of the
sense woman equipped with the city, and one has to have the
Jimmy Choo heels necessary to right groove if they are to keep
walk all over anyone that dares Soul City in order.
Unfortunately, we come
cross her. Cadillac cannot resist
her beauty, and eventually falls to discover that even shady
in love with her - though he businessmen can threaten a
probably wishes she would be a great place like Soul City - enter
John Jiggaboo, the man behind
little kinder towards hin1.
The
mayoral
election Jiggaboo Shampoo, a hair care
Cadillac is sent to cover is like product that strips away at your
no other. Unlike every other black pride with every wash.
election in America, it's not Once John Jiggaboo hooks up
about education, the economy, with the second component
or crime. When it comes to Soul needed to wreck havoc in a city,

a crooked· politician, the battle
for the soul of Soul City is set in
motion.
In this debut novel, Rolling
Stone contributing editor Toure
brine~ a comedic edge to sensitive issues like race, culture,
and stereotypes. It's innovative,
cleverly written, and social satire
at its finest. If you have become
disillusioned with the current
batch of literature, or you are
simply interested in stepping
out of your reading comfort
zone, take the voyage to Soul
City - you won't regret it.
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Life and Style Section?
Come to the Budget
eeting
Every Tuesday at 7:oo p.m. and
a Story.
The Hilltop Office is
t
Howard est Plaza owers.
Everything you need to l<now
about college life, condensed
into one great resource
INGREDIENTS: 18 BIZARRE COLLEGE
COURSES, 15 COLLEGE URBAN LEGENDS, 14
REASONS TO SKIP CLASS, HOW TO GET A
GRADE CHANGED, 10 COLLEGE MOVIE
BLOOPERS, HOW TO SIZE UP ATEACHER, 2S
CHEAP DATES, CAP AND GOWN TRIVIA, PROF
PROFILES, ZERO PROOF COCKTAILS, THE 7
OLDEST COLLEGE GRADUATES, DAYE BARRY'S
GUIDE TO CHOOSING AMAJOR, HOW TO WIN
A DEBATE HANDS DOWN, 8 WAYS TO JOG
YOUR ME.MORY 10 EXERCISES YOU CAH DO
AT YOUR DESK, 5MYTHS ABOl/T TEm, TOP 6
SPRING BREAK LOCATIONS, COLLEGE FADS
THROUGH THE AGES, 10 STAIN REMOYlNG
TIPS, SEXffiOUETTI. WllATTO 00 IFYOU GET
ARRESTED, and so much more!

DIRECTIONS: OPEN CAN AND FIND
BITE·SIZED TIDBITS OF WISDOM AHO
EtrTERTAINMENl
~l HOUGHTON Mlf'HIN
www.houghtonmlfflinbooks.com

At your college bookstore or wherever books are sold
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Howard Bison Goes to Detroit For Classic
BY BERNARD MURRAY
Managing Editor

"Gilmore, Gilmore, Gilmore"
was the Bison chant as they can1e
out of the tunnel of Ford Field.
This wasn't pre-game or after
halftime, this was at 2:45 p.m.
on Friday's practice before the
second annual Detroit Football
Classic on Saturday.
"I've been talking mess all
summer about Detroit calling me and they feed off of it,"
said Defensive Coordinator
and Linebacker Coach Keith
Gilmore.
Coach Gilmore, born and
raised in Detroit, expressed his
excitement of being back home.
"It's beautiful to give my family
and friends a chance to see the
program at Howard," he said.
His players felt his excitement.
"From two-a-days, he was
like 'we're going home and
they'll be chanting Gilmore,
Giln1ore, '" said linebacker
Roderick \Vatson. "We've been
doing it ever since."
When the team touched the
field, it took them a moment
to soak it all in. On Saturday,
they'd be playing their first
game of the season in the Lions'
den and were going to be on
national television, it doesn't get
any better.
"It's a great opportunity
playing a nationally ranked
black team," Gilmore said.
For the Bison, it was a
chance to play a highly ranked
black team in Alabama State
University, who lost in the SWAC
Championship to Southern 209, and for the Fox Sports Net it
was a chance to get the full Black
College Football experience.
"A game like this is about
color, the flavor and the enthusiasn1 of the game," explained
Chuck May, a freelance director.
May knows because he's been
established in the broadcasting business for 36 years. '"This
is the total package. T\' is an
entertainment medium. There's
so much we're going to see, it's a

great venue."
Where's The Love
Saturday was Game Day.
The buzz of the classic could be
felt throughout Detroit. It was
9:00 a.m. and at the stadium,
security was outside preparing
for the big day, the event staff
was doing their last minute run
through and across the street at
Comerica Field, the crowds were
already assembling for the pregame Tail-Gate Party.
Back at the hotel, the
Cadillac room was silent as the
Bison were eating their pregame breakfast focusing on the
task at hand.
The coaches and Howard
staff, on the other hand, were
disappointed.
"It shows a lack of respect
for black college football," said
Tyrone McCandies of the Sports
Information Department
McCandies was referring to
the coverage the Detroit Football
Classic coverage got in Detroit
News & Free Press. On page 7B,
in the bottom left corner, was a
snippet of the Howard/Alabama
State game.
"It's particularly disrespectful when you sellout a 67,000
stadium and the game gets
two paragraphs," said Nate
Henry, from Howard's Sports
Information Department.
Kevin Stewart, also from the
Sports Information Department,
continued, "We have four or five
guys from Detroit on our roster.
What can you say?"
Starting Thursday night and
ending Saturday, the Baby Phat
fashion show, a live broadcast
of the Russ Parr ~1orning Show,
the Pepsi Greek Step Show, the
Comerica Scholarship Salute
and the Budweiser Comedy
Show was enough for any black
college football fan.
"The weekend alone pulled
several million easily," Stewart
said.
Get Crunk. ..
Barely half full, the cheerleading squad only occupied 15
of the 60 seats on the coach bus
as the Bison made their way
from Wayne County Airport to

was not different than that of
Greene Stadium; they kept the
fan interaction continuous.
However, being the few Rison
among the swarn1 of Hornets
rooting for Alabama State wasn't
-Charlie Neal, sports broadcaster what the) ell.'Pected.
"They were watching the
game and weren't really paying attention to us," said
junior Ashley Tanks. "It wasn't
Howard."
Though most fans were ASU
supporters, it wasn't their loyalty that upset Tanks. With most
Howard and Alabama students
on their respective campuses,
the stands were filled with older
alumni there to see their alma
mater and the participation she
was looking for wasn't there.
With Ford Field's capacity of 67,000, junior Felicha
Crabtree was a bit uneasy.
"Being in front of such a
large audience was nerve-racking," she admitted. "But it was
exciting."
This was the first time that
the Bison cheerleaders were
performing in front of a crowd
of such magnitude. It took time
and preparation. To get the
newest inembers acclimated to
the Howard system, they ended
their summer early to practice.
And for the past two weeks their
focus was just on the Detroit
Football Classic.
"Last week was rough,"
Crabtree explained. "\Ve had
two-a-day practices, but it paid
off."
Stay Crunk...
No pleasantries were
exchanged. It was all business
from the beginning, but if you
thought it was a competition,
then you were sadly mistaken.
"It's a showcase. It's about
\II Pro l'hotoi:raphJ
ente1tainment and having fun,"
more Krysti Byrd. "We were big exi>lained James Oliver, Band
shots."
Director for Alabama State
The escort let Detroit know University.
that Howard was in town. One
There was no big rivalry;
car led the way while two oth- in fact this was the first time
ers sped ahead to block traf- Alabama State's Marching
fic, as the team traveled on the HornetsandHowardUniversity's
downtown streets and on the Sho\\time l\larching Band met.
expressway.
It was going to be a halftime for
Performing at Ford Field Detroit to remember.

"This is the first televised black college football game
of the season and as my first game of the season I am
looking forward to it. 35-40 million will see this game
nation wide."

downtown Detroit on Friday
afternoon. They were there for
one reason, to keep the crowd
amped during the game, but
the Detroit Police provided the
pre-game entertainment as an
entourage of police cars and
motorcycles escorted the threebus brigade through Detroit.
"I felt famous, I don't know
about anybody else," sopho-

On the morning of the game
the two teams couldn't have
been ten feet from one another
in the lobby of the Renaissance
Center.
Showtin1e left the hotel first
and prepared for the sounds of
war.
"They did an outstanding job," said Assistant Band
Director Michael Fitzhugh,
praising Showtime on their perfonnance last week in D.C.
This time was different.
"It's good to play against
new people, set a new standard
and raise the bar," Fitzhugh
said.
"I know the guys at Howard;
we've al vays been able to talk
and have fun. We're here to
entertain," Oliver said.
For both bands, it was their
first time performing in Detroit
and with only one HBCU, Lewis
College of Business, in the area,
the black band experience is
something new. Fitzhugh and
Oliver agreed that being in
Detroit would be benefit both
bands.
"It's a good recruiting tool
for us," Oliver mentioned. "It
gives the students an opportunity to get away from home, the
campus and gives us the chance
to travel."
It really wasn't about one
band being better than another
because in the end, both teams
received trophies for putting on
a show.
"It's not about a competition, it's all about entertainment
and having fun. It's a showcase
and we're all students," Oliver
said. ·If they're here to perform,
they're all winners. It's a chance
for black colleges to get together
and entertain ourselves. This
is what it's all about, coming
together as Black America."
People came to Detroit see
the bands and a game broke
out.

The Detroit Football Classic: Strictly Black Business
Black Business Makes Mark at Classic by selling urban HU and ASU Gear
BY BERNARD MURRAY
Managing Editor

Ask any fan, when it comes down to
game time, it's all about the paraphernalia. Whether it's those who collect as
a piece of men1orabilia or those who are
representing their team, they have to
have the right gear.
There was no Nike, no Reebok
and no Adidas; at the Detroit Football
Classic with two historically black
schools, it was all about the blackowned business.
"We're the official apparel and promotions supplier for the DFC," said
Linda Haithcox, Vice President for
Corporate and Political Affairs for the
Romar Group, a Los Angeles based and
black-owned apparel manufacturer.
Established in 1994 by California
native Don Polk, the Romar Group is
now ranked number 38 on the Black
Enterprise's top 100.
Aside from being corporately recognized, Detroit and the HBCU community fully accepted the Romar apparel.
From t-shirts and jerseys to posters
and pennants, the Romar group had
everything a fan needed to be equipped
for the classic.
"For the DSC, we had eight t-shirt
design commemorating this event,"
Haithcox said.
For those who didn't have a chance
to make the classic in Detroit, all the
products are available on the Romar
Group website, www.romargroup.com
under the DSC link.
Those who were in Detroit knew
exactly where to buy Howard and
Alabama State gear.
The Romar team arrived in Detroit
last Tuesday and set up shop on the
fourth floor of the Renaissance Building
in the Michelangelo Ballroon1. The busiest time was Friday night and Saturday
morning as people came in looking to
buy.
"DFC represents more than just

a game,"
IIaithcox
explained. "It's about supporting the schools, the
student, the community
and proving that AfricanAmerican teamwork does
exist."
With majority of the
team moving to Comerica
Park for the Pre-Game
Tail-Gate Party, Haithcox
was left to hold down the
fo1t. She stayed behind
not only to properly equip
late fans, but she was
expecting an important
shipment.
"At the inaugural
game last year, Polk made
a promise of a special gift
lo Detroit mayor Kwarne
Kilpatrick, City Council
Member Lonnie Bates
and DSC primary investors Robert Porcher and
Frank Taylor," Haithcox
said.
That promise manifested at 10:45 a.m. on Shirts and posters like those pictured were sold at
game day. Inside the ship- Detroit Football Classic.
ment were four personalized and custo1nized DFC
jackets. Each jacket had
their respective recipients na1ne on the a challenge. Security personnel lead
inside and "Detroit Football Classic" Ilailhcox around the entire stadium, but
it was a security officer by the name of
embroidered down the left sleeve.
"The jackets symbolized Romar's Dante, who gave Haithcox the help she
commitment to the DFC and all of their needed. Leaving her post, she escorted
Haithcox and the remaining two jackets
supporters,'' Haithcox said.
Haithcox made it to the Ford Field to the suite of Mayor Kilpatrick on the
30 minutes before kickoff and it was stadium's fifth floor.
There she waited with Kilpatrick's
a race to personally deliver the jackets
family and friend as he made his rounds
into the hands of the owners.
Both Porcher and Taylor were on through the stadium.
Finally, with 2:13 left in the first
t11e field doing pre-game interviews.
Haithcox made her way from Gate G, half, Haithcox made good on Polk's
through the stadium, down the tunnel promise from a year ago. With the jackand on the field. Just as Alabania State et on and tvvo thumbs up, Kilpatrick
kicked off to Howard, Haithcox handed posed for Haithcox's photo.
"Romar's goal is to have a positive,
the jackets to Porcher and Taylor.
Those were easy, Mayor Kilpatrick working relationship with all of the
and Councilman Bates proved to be HBCUs and greek organizations that
will benefit all," Haithcox said.

H.c,nu.r (;roop

Ford Field during the

Her
determination
on Saturday showed that
those relalionships should
last a long tilne. As for
Councilman Bates, she was
going to deliver his jacket to his office on Tuesday
because she had made it to
her seat just in time to see
the Battle of the Bands.
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Charges ~gainst Kobe Bryant Dropped
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Contributing Writer

Coun1~.co·o

Bryant's legal troubles will continue
with a civil suit.

Just five days before opening statements were to be made for the Kobe
Bryant sexual assault case, prosecutors
dropped a bomb by filing a motion in
which all charges against Bryant were
to be dismissed with prejudice, nleaning that the charges can never resurface.
"This decision is not based upon
a lack of belief in the victim, she is an
extremely credible and an extremely
brave young woman. Our belief in her
has not wavered over the past year.
Ultimately, we respect her decision 100
percent," said District Attorney Mark
Hulbert. The accuser feared that with
all of the leaks in the courtroom it
would decrease her chance of a fair trial
and as a result, she refused to testifv.
CNN's Senior Legal Analyst Jeffrey

Toobin called the prosecution's handling of the case "a disgrace."
"That this prosecutor's office would
charge Kobe Bryant with a crime that
could have left him in prison for 20
years, and branded him a sex offender
for the rest of his life -- and now they
simply walk away from this case? ...
It is a disgrace that these prosecutors
have brought a case on such flimsy
grounds."
Many mistakes were made by the
court system including the accuser's
name being shown to the public and
details of her sexual history posted on
anonymous websites.
Although the charges of sexual
assault have been dropped against
Bryant, he must slill go on with the
civil suit that was filed against him by
the accuser on Aug. 10, 2004, in which
she could receive monetary expenses
for compensatory damages, where U1e

burden of proof is lower.
"I understand that the civil case
against me will go fo1ward. That part of
this case will be decided by and between
the parties directly involved in the incident and will no longer be a financial or
emotional drain on the citizens of the
state of Colorado," Bryant said.
With the charges being dropped,
it \.yjll have no effect on the civil case,
where the accuser will still have to testify. ESPN legal analyst Roger Cossack
questions the credibility of the accuser.
"Why she will testify in the civil case
and not the criminal case is unknown
to me. This is just something so unusual that it see1ns suspicious."
After sexual assault charges in
the criininal case against Bryant were
dropped, he released this statement: "I
want to apologize to her (the accuser)
for my behavior that night and for the
consequences she has suffered in the

past year. Although this year has been
incredibly diflicult for me personally, I
can ,only imagine the pain she has had
co endure. I also want to apologize to
her parents and family members, and to
my family and friends and supporters,
and to the citizens of Eagle, Colorado.
Although I truly believe this encounter
between us was consensual, I recognize now that she did not and does not
view this incident the same way I did.
After months of reviewing discovery,
listening to her attorney, and even her
testimony in person, I now understand
how she feels that she did not consent
to this encounter."
If Bryant was to be found guilty he
could have faced four years to life in
prison, or 20 years of probation and
a fine up to ::>750,000. The civil case,
though, is still pending and no exact
date has been set.

Coach Knight's Life Leads
To A TV Comedy Show
BY MONIQUE WOODS
Contributing Writer

Move over Bernie Mac and Dave Chappelle,
Bob Knight could soon be a contender for Anlerica's
favorite bad boy of comedy. Last month, Knight
met in Hollywood to consider a pitch from tclevi:;ion producer Lindy DeKoven about making the
life and times of Knight into a half-hour situational comedy.
"He's a unique character, and he has a very
funny side that people really don't know,·· DeKoven
said.
CBS officials along with Paramount Television
are considering the idea.
With Knight known for his tough guy, no nonsense attitude, DeKoven took a chance on getting
Knight's approval for the television show.
'"I simply approached him and asked him what
he thought about it, and he said, 'Ok,'" DeKoven
said. Knight also agreed to be a consultant for the
show and make a guest appearance. "Right now
it's still in an embryonic stage," DeKoven, who
would serve as the show's executive producer, told
the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal.
The contentious Texas Tech coach usually
known for his out of control behavior is no stranger from television audiences. Knight was caught
on tape assaulting three of his players by choking them, which led to his public dismissal from
Indiana University after coaching his team to
three National Championships and becoming one
of four coaches in Division I basketball to win over
800 games.
A deal is not set in stone just yet. The next

step is to find a scriptwriter bold enough to follow
around the hot-tempered coach and get a feel for
"the real Bob Knight" at work and home. After the
script is prepared CBS officials will ponder making a pilot for the situational comedy.
Knight has been accustomed to the spotlight
for verbally abusing his players and intimidating
them into becoming better ball players. But in
the aftermath of his emphatic eruptions involving referees and chairs flying in different directions, Knight is a hard act to follow. With many
spectators anticipating an encore of his dramatic
outbursts and fits of rage, the ratings of the show
seem promising. However with the rude comments Knight repeatedly made at press conferences after games, the media is not one of his biggest
fans. His bully ways were often ridiculed despite
Knight receiving favorable results from players
with his "tough guy" coaching style.
Casting for the show has not been set as of
yet. Is there an actor out there who could possibly
throw a temper tantrum as Knight does? In the
ESPN original movie "A Season on the Brink,"
based on the controversy of Bob Knight, many
critics argued that it did not properly portray the
raging side of Knight. The actor was said to be to
soft spoken and failed to show how Knight intimidates others around him to make himself look and
feel powerful.
Anlerica can only wait to see who will play
the role of the notorious coach in the show. John
Wentworth, executive vice president of marketing and media for Paramount Television, said
the show would possibly be set to air September
2005.

\U(.. 't•'-"Cttn

Highly animated coach Bob Knight is preparing to star in his own television comedy series.

Countdown to NFL Season 2004: Only Two Days Away
BY WARDELL PINKNEY
Contributing Writer

players during the off-season including
The National Football League (NFL) former Defensive Rookie of the Year in
season mll officially kick off its 2004 J evon Kearse formerly of the Tennessee
football season on Sept.9, with a game Titans. "Jevon is excited to agree to
featuring the league's two most premier terms with the Eagles. He looks forteams. \\Tith the Super Bowl champion ward to getting a Jot of sacks for them
New England Patriots starring as the and helping them get over the hump."
incumbent team and the Indianapolis said Kearse's agent Drew Rosenhaus to
Colts playing the supporting role as the Associated Press.
bridesmaid. Reigning NFL Co-MVP
But the biggest transaction was the
Peyton Manning \.yjll lead the Colts to acquiring of Pro Bowl Wide Receiver
Foxboro, Mass. at Gillette Stadium, the Terrell Owens fron1 the San Francisco
site of the 2003 AFC Championship 49ers to Philadelphia after he refused a
game and try to avenge the 24-14 loss trade to play for the Baltimore Ravens.
eight months ago.
Owens' presence in Philadelphia will
Several teams have changed their drastically help an average wide receivmake up of their respective teams ing core who had trouble getting off
\.yjth t11e hopes of challenging the the line of scrimmage in the NFC
New England Patriots for the Vince Championship game. "I'm so excited
Lombardi Trophy. One of the teams to be here and to play with [Donovan
is the Philadelphia Eagles, who have McNabb], I feel like I fit in real nice
for three straight years lost in the NFC here, I'm comfortable with the \Vest
Championship game the last two in Coast offense," Owens said.
Philadelphia, acquired several big name
The Washington Redskins who in

2003 lost 11 games and haven't sn1elled
the postseason in five years had a face
lift in the off-season starting with its
head coach. In for his second tour of
duty as coach of the Redskins is Hall
of Farner Joe Gibbs and out is Steve
Spurrier. In at the cornerback spot
is Silver Spring, Md. native Shawn
Springs, out is Champ Bailey. Springs
who plays with such ease on the gridiron was somewhat apprehensive about
returning to the D.C. area...I haven't
been nervous in a long time," said
Springs. "But for son1e reason, I'm nervous to come back home."
The running back position for the
Skins m il hopefully be solidified by 2time 1,500 yard rusher Clinton Portis.
Portis was acquired in a trade from the
Denver Broncos for cornerback Champ
Bailey. With the acquision of Portis
and Springs expectations could be high
in the nation's capital in 2004. "Sure,
there m il be a lot expected of me and
there will be a lot placed on my shoulders," Portis said.
Just up I-95 are the Baltimore
Ravens who arc four years removed
from winning the Super Bowl, lies a
major dilemma. First, the availability
of running back Jamal Lems. Lewis
who was named the NFL'S Offensive
Player of the Year was indicted on drug
charges and if convicted could face 10
years in prison. "Jamal Lewis wants
everyone to know that he is not guilty,
that he has not been involved in drugs,"
said Ed Garland, the running back's
attorney.
If Lewis should miss a significant
amount of time during the season for
his trial, look for Chester Taylor to get
the bulk of the carries. And the acquiring of wide receiver Kevin Johnson from
Jacksonville should help the Ravens
passing game. The defense is getting

*"'"•)lhtl'O.COnl

(Above) Washington Redskins running back Ladell Betts runs through
the Atlanta Falcons defense for a touchdown on Sept. 3. (Below)
Jacksonville Jaguars running back LaBrandon Toefield runs the ball past
New England Patriots linebacker Justin Kurpeikis on Sept. 2.

even better after Deion "Primetime" con1e back and play, and not only play
Sanders formally ended his three-year but to con1e back and start," Fields
hiatus from football on Wednesday to said.
There is reason for excitement for
play the nickel back position for the
Ravens. "I wanted the opportunity lo the Bengals franchise and its fans in
win it all, and that's it," he said. That's 2004 after finishing the 2003 season
the only reason I'm here." Sanders with an 8-8 record; Second year quarbase salary for the 2004 season will be terback Carson Paln1er and former
$i.5 million, but he has the potential to Reisman Trophy Winner \.yjJl take over
the helm as the team's starting quarearn $2 million.
The Carolina Panthers, who were terback from veteran John Kitna, and
led by backup turned starting quar- will try to lead the team to the postterback Jake Delhomme, came out of season for the first tin1e this century.
nowhere to shock the football world Unfortunately, the team will not have
with their trip to the Super Bowl in the services of long-time Bengal run2004. It's going to be difficult for Head ning back Cory Dillon. But, Palmer m il
Coach John Fox to duplicate the season have the likes of receivers Chad Johnson
he had last year. But, there is reason and Peter Warrick to thrO\\ to and Rudi
for excitement in Charlotte in 2004 Johnson and rookie Chris Perry to run
because linebacker Mark Fields will the ball. Bengals will have a .500 record
make his comeback from Hodgkin's and make the playoffs this year.
disease after missing all of the 2003
season. "I thank God that I'm able to
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Wait, A Bigger Issue?
"6 1 percent of Americans are

ting a bit out of hand. In this she is making this a huge nlatoverweight; an estimated 300,000 case, it's not fair for other passen- ter when it really isn't. Worse
Americans die each year from fat- gers to be uncomfortable because than playing the weight card is
related causes; we spent $117 bit- a person cannot fit into one seat. the race card and Thompson is
lion in obesity-related economic It's true that people are bigger now obviously wasting it!
costs just last year."
more than ever, so perhaps airlines
Southwest said that they
Lately we have been so should make seats wider and longer are cracking down on their polbombarded with the weight to accommodate those individuals. icy requiring obese passengers
"epidemic'' our country is fac- Jn the meantime, why should other ' to buy two seats. If the airing and the backlash that has customers have to pay to be incon- lines have a policy that ensures
come from it, that we were rath- venienced?
the safety and comfo1t of other
er worn to bear the
passengers who can fault
case of Warm Spirit - -- -- - -- -- -- -- - -- - - the airline-even if they
Ceo and Co-Founder,
never enforced it before,
Nadine Thompson.
they have rules and the
Thompson is in the
liability is on them if
process of suing
something goes wrong.
Southwest Airlines
That has nothing to do
because she, a large
b ,.f,
try•
k •t
with your race.
woman, was asked
0
l
While we're sure that
to buy two seats on - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - --buying two seats was an
a flight to Chicago. Though
What disturbed us the most embarrassing ordeal for Thompson,
Thompson says that she fit into was that Thompson said that it we really think she's turning this
the airlines' 18 3/4 seats, the was her race and not her weight situation into a bigger issue than
airline personnel begged to dif- the airlines were targeting. She it really is, no pun intended.
fer.
contended that she is a longWe think the number of time Southwest flyer and they
cases that overweight people have never required her to buy
have against companies is get- an extra seat. We think that

Our View:
Every issue is not racial and
Bl k
l
d
aC peop e nee to pause
t
eJ Ore zng ma e SO.

School Mixes Up Town With Drug
Remember high school,
Sure the hemp plant is
But all-to-often older genwben everything you wore- related to marijuana, but before erations make unfair assumpbair color, too short clothing, being so quick to assume and tions about youth. If there is
piercings-could have you sent jump to conclusions. school a group of youngsters, people
to the principle's office by some officials should've heard the boy assume that it's the making of
over-zealous administrator?
out. Perhaps a geography ses- a gang. Old ladies clutch their
\Ve couldn't believe admin- sion was in order: according to purses as young men walk by.
istrators in Gwinnett County in a town spokesman, Hempstead Youth are looked at as lazy and
Georgia who kicked------- - - - - - - - -- - - - apathetic.
one of their stuWith so many stodents out of class
ries about teen pregnanbecause he wore a
ad .~
d'
h
cies, youth gangs, high
"Hempstead,
NY
school shootings, rob516" shirt. The "culberies, it is easy for the
prit," Terrell Jones,
adults to have been skephadjust moved to the
tical of the youth's intenAtlanta suburb from
tions. Our society holds
a Long Island towna view that the younger
ship and was just
generating is going wildrepresenting his old
ly astray.
hometown and its
Setting low expectatelephone area code.
tions for a person and
Instead of letting him embark is the nation's largest township treating them as if all they're
in a little nostalgia, school offi- with 759,000 residents spread going to do is bad things is discials assumed it was a drug slo- across 22 villages and more than couraging. But more simply
gan and kicked him out of class. 142 square miles. But more than that, not every young perJones wasn't allowed to return than, that it was a simple shirt. son is up to mischief. Surely
to class until he begged school It couldn't have been harming the school administrators are
officials to let him search the anyone so much that Jones had educated enough to know that.
Internet for the town's name.
to be removed from class.

THE HILLTOP

Our View:
I nste OJ wee ing yout out,
OUr SOCiety shouldn't be SO
quick to jump to conclusions
and judge them.
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Record Number of Black Delegates at RNC

Black delegates don't necessarily equal black su:p•nort.
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Last week, the Grand Old hers gives the impression that electoral votes and strength of
Party convened for it's quadren- all this diversity is at his behest. support for the party in the last
nial nominating convention in Upon closer inception, we were elections. Those slots are then
New York City. One of the most surprised to learn that in fact, filled by local party officials.
interesting aspects of this year's George Bush had little to nothWe feel that it is time for
gathering was the record num- ing to do with the number of George Bush to show and prove.
ber of Black delegates in atten- Black delegates who witnessed Tossing out statistics on the
dance.
him accepting their nomina- Black delegates at his convenThis year, 6.7 percent of the tion. Delegates are, in fact, tion has about as much affect
2,509 delegates who
on us Hilltoppers as him
officially nominated - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - shouting out Condi or
George W. Bush for
0
Colin Powell whenever
the Republican Party's
his black support is ques~residential nominationed.
tion were Black, a fact
Instead of taking
ofte~ touted by the
credit for a development
President's re-elec.l'
he had nothing to do with,
tion campaign and
George Bush should tell
the Republican Party
us what we can look forwhen they want to
ward to should he return
prove that they - and
to 1600 Pennsylvania
not the Democrats Avenue come November.
are the party ofincluWe need to hear an agension.
selected on the local level, with da, not 1neaningless statistics,
While we applaud the num- the exception of the occasional before we can decide if we want
ber of blacks delegates in atten- political bigwig or the celebrity him to continue to share the
dance, much like we applauded who wants to be known for more District with our campus for
Bush's black cabinet appoint- than his or her good looks (Ben four more years. Re-introduce
ments, we question whether Affleck, we're looking at you). yourself, Dubya. It's the neighthis makes Dubya tl1e choice for Each state is allotted a num- borly thing to do.
Blacks in 2004. Bush's con- ber of delegates by the national
sistent flaunting of these num- party based on the number of
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Great Howa)}d Service Only for the Elite Not Students
RUTH L. TISDALE

In my three years of being in
the Howard family, I witnessed
many acts of bad customer service, but last week proved to
be a wake up call lo how bad
customer service at the Mecca
really is.
Every Thursday, it is my job
as editor-in-chief of The Hilltop
to ensure that the paper is completed and sent to the printer
by 8:00 p.m. so that it can be
distributed every Friday morning. Unlike years past, this year
The Hilltop is sent by a program
called "Fetch," which means that

the editor-in-chief relies solely
upon the Internet to send the
paper. As many of you know,
last Thursday the Internet was
down, and for most of the campus, did not come up again until
Friday.
With no internet and no way
to send the paper, I called the
ISAS helpdesk to see if I could
talk to anyone or if a technician could offer me any assistance. As I called, I was nervous
because I was faced with the very
real possibility that the paper
would not come out unless ISAS
helped me. When someone from
ISAS picked up the phone, my
nervousness soared a hundred

notches. After explaining my
situation, I was promptly cursed
out. I asked if I could speak to
a technician, and the helpdesk
personnel nastily told me, " The
only way that you are going to
speak to a technician is if you
are President Swygert."
Why do I have to be
President Swygert to get help
from the "helpdesk?" Why is it
that the only way to get any
good customer service is to be
an administrator or know an
administrator? Many of us have
loans on top of loans just to
come to the .Mecca, and our
future plans and future earnings
are mortgaged to Howard for at

Meet Mr. Bojangles
on-campus polling booth would
MEGAN MALACHI
further engage students in the
JOHNSON C SMITH
political process.
UNIVERSITY STUDENT
The board made a motion
to vote on having a booth at
JCSU. The next step requires
On Sept. 1, 2004, represen- the board to petition the State
tatives from Johnson C. Smith Board of Elections for a voting
University (Charlotte, NC's booth at JCSU. At this point,
only historically black uni r- Mr. Philip Summa, a republisity) attende4 a nwcting at l e can boar~ memb~r stated, "If we
Charlotte-M~klenbur Cou1·ty give a polling boPth to Johnson
Board of Elect19.ns. The lljec~ ·\, C. , mith, th ll' w•eJ:eve to give
of their presenc w;H to com- one to Bojangles... Altf!nde~~ of
pel the board to gt 1nt John.,.. n th 111 ' ting exp·
d their,...".,._
C. Smith Universi~ 1 cm pl:!
ra ,.: ~ Sum
atteir,pted to
polling booth. Anthdl · fin all, re dr~liisstatement. Iteoffured
of the Student Go :-nm, t)t th ~Nirious excu~e tpat he
Association presented :t .-op - 'd t-..!> b siness with Bojangl -,..,
al to the board concernil b this .11 p 1.1t vtas w y he
he
issue. This has been a p<Jf.11 of
temtnt.
contention between the um1 l·r~ an 1).frican-American
sity and the county for alm1
woman
a Johnson C. Smith
twenty-five y4"arS. \nthon} Universizy ~tudent, this is unacTindall maintains th~ tI c • TT)."' eptabl . 1 I}d ~Ir. SullJma'
pus warrant$ a polling (>Oth, <:om
ts igw. offenstvt! ~
due to the large nu be.r of voters boraerline racist. "His comparion campus. He also stat ' hat fillll..Of our great center of higher
the booth would be beneficial eaucatit'>Irto a"fast foo
1l
to students without transpo1ta- franchise displays his disregard
tion and with time restrictions for our institution and Africandue to class and work schedules. Americans in general. His
Mr. Tindall also believes that an ren1ark also conjures the ste-

de

reotypical image of Black people
as "chicken-eating buffoons."
In my opinion, his statement
also says something about us
as African-Americans. It shows
that we have allowed people like
Mr. Summa to feel secure in
their racism. We have gotten
entirelx too comfortable and
allowfd t 1 likes of Mr. Summa,
to beiifvc hat he c;rp t away
with niaking these so~:t." f comments Y.ith ut sufferiug severe
collecti ·c b cklash.
I a Ol traged by is tateent and
feiltl\v BC ers,
you s'fl6uld be o. Thi. itYPe of
b tal}t disres t sit uld ot go
ll hl.le~e'\ I en ur
H ard
University tnd t~ to
d heir
·uppQrt to c .John.son . Stnith
Tatnil .
li?"
n as to
make amends for his terrible
p1\lnder in the. form of a public
a gy. fie $ ld not only
a
z
11 n~Qn c. Sihith
Uiiiversity, ut to Charlotte's
Africau-American community,
and HBCOS as well.
Until he does so I think
Philip Summa should be nicknamed "Mr. Bojangles".

WE'RE LISTENING!!
Rave something funny, political, embarassing, pressing, appalling that you want to get off your chest? Let
us know! Send your piece to www.thehilltop onlirie.com .
We 're all ears!

least the next ten years. Many
of us have jumped over obstacles and bearers just to get into
Howard, our dream school, only
to be treated like gum under the
Howard employees' shoe.
Many of you maybe thinking that this is a rant because I
received one bad customer service experience, but how many
of you experienced bad service
at Enrollment Management, the
Financial Aid office, Student
Accounts or the iLab? How
many of us had to fill out paperwork and was told to go up the
hill to one office, only to be told
to go back down the hill to tl1e
office you just left?

We are supposed to accept is not something that should
the tired, worn out excuse that be a legacy at Howard. Every
the Howard e1nployee is over- time, we receive bad customer
worked and underpaid, llnd , service we have to let the stuthat is why they snap at us or dent government and University
curse us oul at their discretion. personnel know that our student
My message to those Howard voice is just as strong today as
employees is: If you don't like it was in the i96os and being
working for Howard then leave. treated like a second- class citiThe majority of Howard stu- zen at the University that you
dents are working two jobs to have invested money in will not
pay for school and to be able to be tolerated. Unless we do that,
live, and the reality is that many then the motto that businesses
people would love the $10 an have used since the beginning of
hour plus free education that time, "The customer is always
Howard gives its employees.
right,·• will become " The cusWe as Howard students tomer is always right if you are
must let University officials the Howard elite."
know that bad customer service

rt"OV<J(L P,C['C['P, CR_S
<Because we get so many of tfiem, fiere 's wfiat you fiacf
to say...

Dear Editorial Board:
I wholeheartedly disagree with your editorial
about Princeton's ranking and
less than favorable description of Howard. I attended
Howard for four years, was
robbed twice, witnessed widespread alcohol and weed use
at a majority of the parties and
can't remember too many days
when there wasn't a homeless woman sitting outside of
Subway barefoot begging for
change. Not to mention the "No
loitering" policy that is com-

pletely ignored at the Georgia
Avenue McDonald's. As a 1·eputable and historic Hilltop staff, I
know you all see these are major
problems at the University that
Howard students seem to just
accept as everyday life at the
Mecca. Putting the bla1ne on
administration won't do much
because as a former student, I
expect tl1e administration to not
know what's wrong with the
University. For some, it's their
job to turn a blind eye. Instead
I think the editorial should've
focused on where The Princeton
Review came from with these
rankings and analyzed the
data. Use the paper as a vehicle of change and put pressure
on those in the Administration
building who are unresponsive
and more concerned with their

peRchant plan than the wellbeing of students. The power
of The Hilltop is tremendous. In
those closed dool' Sunday meetings try to considel' mol'e solutions thanfingel' pointing. From
afar, everyone pointing theil'
fingers at one another looks like
no one knows what's gong on.
If the same research organization that gave The Hilltop its
number one newspaper ranking can garner a University
wide press conference and a
Washington Post article, then
I think their not so favorable
rankings are also accurate or
at least have merit.

Josef Sawyer

Where is Zora's Picture?
I noticed in the last two
issues of The Hilltop, the
illustration of Zora Neale
Hurston is absent from its
usual position in the upper
left corner of the newspaper.
After the first distribution
of the newspaper. I was
convinced that it \Vas a
simple mistake; ho\vever
a repeated occurrence
has made me \VOnder if

The Hilltop has forgotten
Hurston 's legacy. It surprises
me that The Hilltop's O\vn
staff is questioning the
inclusion of Hurston's
picture especially since she
is their founder. It makes me
question the priorities of the
number one collegiate paper.
Sara Wnght

appeared in the right hand
corner of the Hilltop last
year was a special logo for
our 8()1h year anniversary.
Although this logo wo11 't
appear this year, we i11110
way forgot abo1tt our papers
111ag11i.fice11t founder who
contributed greatly to the
literarv world. Thanks for
your concern though!

Editors Note: The Zora
Neale Hurston pict1tre that
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Announcements by
campus organizations for
m eetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 wor ds and
$1 for every additional
five \VOrds.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 wor ds
and $2 for every 5 words
thereafter.

Opportunities

Students, Faculty,
Staff
Top prices paid for
used and unwanted
Textbooks
Taj Book Service
(202) 722-0721
Textbook Savings
since 1982
Announcements
Georgia
Ave11ue Klea11ers
Counter Clerk,
Driver
Apply Within
2626 Georgia Ave
NW

l
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20th

Bitll+day
Sh

I

I hope that ,oar
day is flllecl wida
an t11e 1me and fan
that you desavel
Love ya Sweed.a,
JCet1l11A

LA

Ruth,
Thanks
tor understanding.
-lbn

Spring Break 2005
\Vith STS,
America's #1
Student Tour
Operator.
Hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts. Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
,v,vw.ststravel.com

'snapped more
han a little bit
nd I'm sorry.
hanks for stayng by my side.
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The Student
Ambassadors
First General
Body Meeting
will be held
on Thursday,
September 9,
2004 in the
Blackbum Forum at 6 p.m.
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But we'll do
batter next
time.
·H Psi Phi
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